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“You’re right sir, this IS fucking bullshit” P12

B R I E F I NG S
“Fiction
stretches our
boundaries. It
gives us a place
to bend reality,
to experiment
emotionally,
and to consider
alternatives” P13

“Two great artists,
one complicated
relationship”
P16

“Don’t say ‘no’”

P20

“You can control
what other
people know
about you”
P18

“I end with a plea to
remember that human
beings are both clever
and stupid , and that
it’s in the gray areas
that you find the
humanity” P14

“See if they want to go steady.
Once you’re sure, make your move.
Not in a weird way. Maybe just
invite them to lunch or make them
coffee on Fridays” P16

Briefings

“You’re
right sir, this
IS fucking
bullshit.”
Jon Brummel understands
that customer support
is tricky. Sometimes you
have to take liberties.
Sometimes you have to
work outside common
courtesy. Sometimes you
have to say, “bullshit.”

Jon Brummel is now a Senior Advocacy Relationship Manager, but at the
time of this story he was working the phones as part of Zendesk’s Tier
1 Customer Advocates team. With a gleam in his eye and laughter in his
voice, he calls that role, “the first line of defense.”
“Right off the cuff, I could tell the customer was super upset and angry.
‘This is broken! I’m fucking disgusted! You have to fix this! What’s going
on now?’ I calmly introduced myself and tried to get his information, but
he wasn’t having that. ‘This is fucking bullshit! It’s broken! Fix it now!’ It
was pretty apparent from his tone and inflection that this was a scared
man. He’s terrified, he needs help, and this is really messing him up.
I’m a trained musician, so I listen well. I’ve studied a lot of human psychology. And what the customer was really saying, was: ‘I need to be heard. I
need to be acknowledged.’ So, I met him where he was at. The same tone,
the same volume, the same inflection, the same intensity, and the same
language. ‘You’re right, sir. This IS fucking bullshit! We need to fix it! Let’s
fix it NOW!’ I could literally feel him unclench the phone.
I knew it was risky. If you miss the mark with this approach, it comes off
as mocking and disrespectful. But if it comes from a true place in the
heart of service, that comes through.
At one point I looked across the divider at my boss—his eyes were as big
as two Domino’s pizzas. I could feel the tension in my colleagues—two
or three heads down, all looking at me like, ‘What the hell’s going on?’
It wasn’t until then that I thought I might get in trouble. But I knew—and
Zendesk promotes this—that 98 percent of this job is human relations.
You can learn skills but you can’t fake heart.” DD
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BEST PLACES
TO WORK
Glassdoor rates these companies as
having a great work-life balance as
part of their corporate culture.
REI encourages
employees to enjoy
the great outdoors
with two free “Yay
Days” per year
rei.com
Zendesk keeps
realistic work hours.
No prizes for burning
the midnight oil
zendesk.com

Trek Bicycle offers
store credits for staff
who cycle to work
trekbikes.com
Penguin Random
House allows staff
to take every other
Friday off during
the summer
penguin.com

Pandora hosts
live in-office music
performances
pandora.com

Concur encourages
flexible work time
and great company
social events
concur.com

Thumbtack offers
unlimited time off
and fitness classes
thumbtack.com

Homeaway offers
unusually generous
vacation allowance
homeaway.com

1–800 CONTACTS
actively supports
their employees’
time outside of work
1800contacts.com

Morningstar
offers a six-week
sabbatical after
four years’ tenure
morningstar.com

Illustrations by Charlotte Trounce

TH E B E S T AG E N T S H AVE A S A I LO R ’ S M O U T H
A N D A H E A R T O F S E R VI C E
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CONSCIOUS CONSUMERISM

RELATE LIVE PLAYLIST

It pays to be a good company. It pays
to care. In a study sponsored by Zendesk,
Union+Webster shows why the Conscious
Consumer matters.
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Socalled
Work With What You Got
Beck
Wow

The power of the Conscious Consumer should not be taken lightly. Conscious
Consumers want to purchase from businesses that genuinely demonstrate
community responsibility. They’ll pay up to 10 percent more to buy from brands
that care. Still not sure that matters? You will now. 77 percent of consumers
consider themselves a Conscious Consumer.
The Conscious Consumer also wants brands to care about them. They are
more likely (than the non-conscious consumer) to be closer to the companies
they do business with—to feel a connection. So, treat them as well as you do
the community. Be reliable, be available, and treat them fairly. SSR

Drake and Rihanna
Too Good
Washed Out
It All Feels Right
Flo Rida
My House

Max Frost
Be Who You Want To Be
Tom Vek
Aroused
Oscar
Be Good
Meghan Trainor
Me Too
CHAPPO
Come Home

Enjoy it on: https://open.spotify.com/user/relate_live

PICK UP A BOOK
AND NO ONE G ETS H U RT
Fiction often gets a bad rap,
but its purpose is more relevant
today than ever before. As
author David Foster Wallace
said, “Good fiction’s job is
to comfort the disturbed and
disturb the comfortable.”

KNOW YOUR NPS

Tired of the news today? That’s understandable. Too much news
can hurt the soul. So turn off the telly, put away your mobile, and
pick up a book. And not just any book. Grab something trashy;
choose something irreverent, something fantastical. Why? Fiction stretches our boundaries. It gives us a place to bend reality,
to experiment emotionally, and to consider alternatives. Think:
comfort the disturbed; disturb the comfortable. Reading the
Harry Potter series or Atlas Shrugged is about more than just
stretching creative spaces. It’s about increasing empathy and
social understanding (psychologists have proven it). That’s not a
waste of time. That’s magical. Pick up a book. Read for fun, read
for pleasure, read for a bit more empathy. Trust us, no one but the
characters inside will get hurt. SSR

NP S I S COOLE R THAN IT SOU N DS
Wish you knew what your customers thought about you?
There’s a survey for that. Net Promoter Score ® (NPS) surveys measure the likelihood that your customers will recommend your product or service to others. Now, doesn’t that
sound awesome?
Customers fall into one of three categories, depending on
how they rate their likelihood to recommend you. Detractors
fall between 0-6. Those in the 7-8 range are Passives, and
those in the 9-10 range are Promoters (yay!).

Read more about the power of books on page 48.

Numbers aren’t everything, so go past the score and dig
into customer comments. Based on Zendesk NPS survey research, we’ve found that 53 percent of NPS survey
respondents leave open-ended feedback. This is excellent
insight into the customer experience.
Although Detractors sound unhappy, they might just be
unlikely to recommend. Read their comments: 75 percent
of Detractor comments contain more than 50 words. They
want to be heard! And watch out for customers in the 0-3
range, as they are more likely to churn and burn you.
Always remember to send a thank-you note to survey
respondents—they deserve some love, even if they don’t
love you (yet). CL
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Monica Norton directs the merry band of social media and content
wizards for Relate and Zendesk. A former journalist and reformed
advocate of the serial comma, Monica has wanted to be a writer
ever since she penned her first (and last) novel in the 6th grade.
Originally from Texas, she enjoys confounding everyone in the Bay
Area with her lack of an accent.
Find her on Twitter @monicalnorton

Jon Ronson is a journalist, documentary filmmaker, radio presenter,
and best-selling author whose books include So You’ve Been Publicly Shamed, The Psychopath Test, and The Men Who Stare at Goats .
He’s been described as a gonzo journalist and is known for his investigations into controversial topics and people—Monica Lewinsky, Ariel
Leve, Josh Ostrovsky (aka the Fat Jew), and the big-eyed children art
fraud. According to Jon, he writes “funny stories about unfunny things.”

Briefings

Jon Ronson
on the shameful trend
of public shaming

Interview by Monica Norton
Illustrations by Alice Tye

WAR N I N G :
If the contents of this post are considered insensitive
or offensive, this may be intentional on the part of the poster,
or it may be due to the interpretation or sensitivities of the
reader and have nothing to do with the poster, who quite
possibly had no idea the firestorm he created when
dashing off this 140 character comment .
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It’s a shame that social media doesn’t come with a
disclaimer. It’s too easy to judge people out of context
based on a single tweet or comment or post. It’s too
easy to jump to conclusions. It’s certainly easier (and
a lot less fun) than stopping to ask questions. But ask
we did, and author Jon Ronson answered.
Why are we so comfortable shaming people
via social media?
A lot of shamings on social media are coming from
a righteous place, and there’s a real irony. A lot of
violence and harm comes from people’s belief that
they’re doing something good. I think the other factor
is that when you reduce all human behavior to the
information that can be contained within one tweet,
everything becomes very black and white, which is why,
on social media, everybody’s like a magnificent hero
or a sickening villain, and there’s no room for people
in-between. When you look at who’s trending on a given
day, you can pretty much rest assured that somebody’s
trending either because they’re the most awesome hero
ever or they’re the worst monster ever. In a weird way,
I think these are two sides of the same coin. Because
actual human beings are somewhere in the boring gray
area between awesome and terrible. That gray area is
where all the most interesting stuff happens, the most
interesting nuances and so on, and nobody seems to be
occupying that gray area anymore.
	
It’s really hard to live in the gray area of
140 characters.
Exactly. My work from the last 20 years really is all
about the gray area. In fact, in both TED talks I gave,
I end with a plea to remember that human beings are
both clever and stupid, and that it’s in the gray areas
that you find the humanity.
	
Is the need to be morally right what fuels
shamers and the whole process of shaming?
Yes, I think a lot of these shamings are moral shamings,
and that’s really ironic because quite often the shamings
spiral completely out of control and innocent people
get harmed. It’s so interesting that it’s our morality and
our righteousness and our desire to do good, to level
the playing field, to give a voice to voiceless people. So
often it’s these really honorable endeavors that lead
to these horrendous outcomes. It’s really important
to point this out, and pointing that out doesn’t mean
you’re against the moral endeavor, but it does mean that
you have to look at it in reality and not fantastical terms,
as in: we are fighting the good fight.
	
D o you think we’ve reached a point where
people care more about being right than they
do about other people? Are we losing our
ability to be empathetic?
I think social media is robbing us of our empathy, and
it’s also robbing us of our ability to distinguish between
serious and non-serious transgressions. I think we’re
forgetting that there are human beings on the other
end. I think that’s probably why I do most of the stories
that I do: it’s like de-demonizing the demons. If the
media—or anyone—try to come to someone’s defense,
they end up getting attacked themselves. When I stood
up for Rachel Dolezal [Dolezal self-identified as a
black woman and became the subject of controversy
in June 2015], after all the yelling died down, another
British journalist said, “Shouldn’t journalists have been
calling for everyone to just wait for a while while the
evidence comes in?” And then another British journalist
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said, “Yes, I feel that way, and I was too afraid to say
anything, which I suppose proves Jon Ronson’s point.”
But I totally get it. If I could turn back the clock, I
don’t think I would have supported Rachel Dolezal
that day because the abuse I got from that was just so
unpleasant. Since when did that happen with journalism
in a free country? When were we too afraid to speak
up in the past? We’re not too afraid to speak up when
politicians or big business screw up, but why are we too
afraid to speak up when social media screws up?
	
W hy do we lack so much creativity when it
comes to calling out shamers? Why do we
just sink to their level?
I think it’s just that the easiest thing to do is to shame
somebody. It’s unfashionable to be patient and
thoughtful and empathetic. Those things have become
unfashionable and also they’re a little bit more difficult.
They’re not as instant. Twitter makes judgments and
condemnation easy. Compassion and curiosity takes
more time, so I think that’s got something to do with it.
Is that what you think people should do? More
of us should raise our hands and say, “Hey, let’s
talk about this before we rip someone apart?”
Totally. That’s definitely the answer because that’s
democracy. With the whole Rachel Dolezal thing,
everybody started screaming at me and then other
people eventually started saying, “Actually I’m on Jon
Ronson’s side.” I read that and I was like, “Oh okay, I
don’t feel so bad now.” I noted it myself, and yes that is
the answer. That’s definitely the answer.

Briefings

Four tasty
things about
dining alone
While once taboo, solo diners
are now socially accepted and
welcome at one of the good
seats in the house. So, what’s
tasty about dining alone?

R E LATI O N S H I P S
AR E C O M P LI CATE D
A U N ION OF PAS S ION:
F R I DA K AH LO & DI EGO R IVE R A
Two great artists, one complicated relationship. The volatile nature of
Diego Rivera and Frida Kahlo’s relationship has nearly eclipsed their
individual legacies. A union of passion—for each other, their art, Mexican
heritage, and commitment to political activism—put the muralist and
painter in the position of being all things to one another. Married twice
and divorced once, their relationship endured their 20-year age gap
and infidelities on both sides until Kahlo’s death. Although Rivera later
remarried, it was his wish that their ashes be combined (in yet another
complication, they were not). It was a relationship marked, like their art,
by passion, hardship and pain. SB

S I NG LE S AR E SOC IALLY ACC E PTAB LE
Stop ordering mediocre room service or standing in your kitchen
with a to-go container. Find a nice café and treat yourself. You
may find the recovery, new favorite meal, or muse you were
searching for.
Active recovery. Your brain needs a break after a long day.
Grab a book, catch up on social, or pull out a crossword puzzle.
Just leave your email alone. This is recovery, after all.
No one to say “no.” Be the early adopter of squid ravioli with
mashed potato sauce. If it’s awesome, you bring folks along for
round two. If it’s awful—well, some meals are best left cold.

Friends without benefits. Chat with the server or the man at
the next table. You will likely never see them again, so live it up,
embellish your history, and enjoy. SSR

HOW TO WOO
A WORK SPOUSE
A WORK WIFE (OR HUSBAND) MAKES WORK BETTER
A work spouse is a platonic partner in the office, a 9 to 5 BFF.
They’re loyal, supportive, and always have your back. So, how
do you woo one?
Identify a suitable (work)mate. Compatibility is key. Did
you both reach for the last ripe avocado at lunch? Both love
fantasy football? That could be a work spouse connection.
Observe them in the wild. Did you see your future work
mate demolishing the brie plate at happy hour? Now you know
they like cheese. You two are closer already.
Go on a first work-date. This is as simple as saving them
a seat in the next meeting or as exciting as hitting the “Stop”
button in the elevator (not recommended for beginners).
See if they want to go steady. Once you’re sure, make your
move. Not in a weird way. Maybe just invite them to lunch or
make them coffee on Fridays.
Keep the workmance alive. Brighten your work-wife’s day in
unexpected ways. A cupcake on her desk. Maybe a hug. Let the
proverb “Happy work wife, happy work life” guide you. CL
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Illustrations by Charlotte Trounce

An inspiration kick. A conversation-less meal is good for creativity. Savor the food. Appreciate the wine. Scan the room and be a
(non-creepy) voyeur. Let the experience be your muse.

Briefings

In the moment
LI F E AN D LE MON S
My daughter’s preschool has a beautiful garden.
The preschool director sometimes has a bucket
of produce—usually lemons—at the door for parents to dip into. One morning the children have
found the stash, and I’m greeted by many small,
outstretched hands, each child eagerly wanting to
gift their lemon. I look to the preschool director,
and she smiles and shrugs and says, “Take them.”
There are more lemons than I need; there are
more lemons than I can carry. I smile at how literal
it is, life giving me lemons. The only reasonable
thing to do is to go home and make lemonade. SB

A S MACK U P S I DE TH E H E AD
It’s early in the morning and I’m finished at the gym. After a quick stop
at my favorite café, I set out for home—a hot cup of coffee in hand and
energizing music in my ears. My pace is brisk and my mind is racing.
What’s on my calendar today? Do we need groceries? Can I get the
dog into the groomer this week? On the corner is a homeless man and
he shouts out to me as I pass. I pull out my earbuds and stop. “You
people,” he barks at me. “You people with your headphones in have
your blinders on. Pay attention!” Yes, sir. I slow my pace and quiet my
brain. I walk home with a smile. SSR

TH E P OW E R O F A C U P PA
Maria McCann is known for pushing innovation in customer
experience (CX). She’s the Chief Venturer at JoHo Ventures
and responsible for driving CX success at Aurora Fashions,
the London-based company behind the brands Oasis, Karen
Millen, Coast, and Warehouse.
“It always surprises me that companies throw money at
customers when they often just want positive attention.
We had one really loyal customer who complained that a
particular brand’s quality of clothing had reduced. Instead
of ‘gestures of goodwill’ we set up a meeting between her
and the product director over a coffee to chat about the
problem. She was overwhelmed that we would do that and
the brand got a tremendous amount of insight and was
able to make some improvements. Because the customer could see change happening, the trust was restored
and she bought more than ever. Never underestimate the
power of a cuppa!” SB
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When we connect with others—clients, strangers, friends, or colleagues—a specific
choreography occurs. We trade stories, share contexts, explain ourselves, show
our relevance, and then (hopefully) get interested in how we might overlap.
As a digital communications expert, Danielle Di-Masi is inspired by the particularly
human problem of how to be ourselves digitally. Di-Masi explains that we frequently
overthink the process and don’t get to the core of asking the right questions.
“Whatever works offline, works online,” she reminds us. “We forget there are
human beings on either end.”

As an in-demand keynote speaker, she is listed
among Australia’s top 20 business speakers.
Di-Masi also is a university lecturer, media
commentator, award-winning blogger, and
international featured expert in digital and print
media. She’s the social and business behavior
expert for Network Ten and the University of
New South Wales.
Di-Masi is a Stevie Award-winner of
Woman of the Year for her work spanning
over a decade perfecting strategies that mix
business, social behaviors, technology, and
science to ensure our e-interactions and realworld ones align. Di-Masi is found everywhere
on social and at theinteractionslab.com.

Interview by Emma Sedlak
Illustrations by Alice Tye

Danielle Di-Masi is a digital behavior expert
and an international leader in the art of
seamless communications in the electronic
age. She specializes in integrating the latest
digital innovations with the nuances of how
we communicate today. Whether someone
is fully digitally #engaged or just connects
occasionally, Di-Masi’s message resonates:
your digital self matters.

Controlling the
story of self:
Danielle Di-Masi
explains why your
digital self matters
online, offline,
and everywhere
in-between

Emma Sedlak is a Scottish-American poet, writer, editor,
and singer: qualities that make her well-suited for a career
as a medieval minstrel. She works in corporate strategy
and as a freelance writer, invested in helping people create
deep, intuitive content and narratives. She lives in Sydney,
Australia, with her partner. In her downtime, she spouts
poetry on Twitter at @TheBedsidePoet, and snaps cat-pics
on Instagram at @easedlak
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The crux of Danielle Di-Masi’s coaching on digital
communications is simple: every person can
create their own narrative. “You can control what
other people know about you,” she explains. By
controlling what people find and hear, you help
them learn to trust you.
Di-Masi dives deeply into science, psychology, and
strategy as she explains how to just be a self—to
present a complete version of ourselves to the world
in person, and online. “If we stop and become a bit
mindful in our purposes, everything will be so much
clearer, offline and online.”
 hat do you mean by becoming mindful
W
in our purposes?
We’re not taught to think about how we show up in
the world. Instead, we react. Think of the example
of introducing ourselves at a networking event.
We’re frequently uncomfortable going into a room
of people we don’t know. And so we stumble through
the explanation of who we are, what we do, and where
we work. It’s exactly why we miss people’s names. But
what if you asked yourself, what is my reason for being
here? And what’s the outcome I want from this event?
Will those answers change? What if our
outcome doesn’t align with what we expected?
Ask yourself the questions. Try it on. If the answer
isn’t congruent with who you are, then stop. Try
something else on. When it comes to who we are, we
don’t get curious. That’s so much more important
than planning trips or researching purchases. And all
it requires is having a really simple conversation with
ourselves. Who is it that I want to be, and how is it
that I want to go there? People think these are really
big questions. They are, but they don’t need to be
arduous to answer.
I ’m so intrigued: what has been your interest
in understanding the brain, with the specific
psychology and neuroscience behind awareness
and our interactions?
I’ve always been a super curious person. It’s just in my
nature to find out details and seek correlation. If we
don’t understand what’s happening for us biologically
when we meet people, then we end up missing a large
proportion of the story.

narrative. People feel that it’s too big for them to
take on. It’s a larger-than-life persona when you’re
talking about your presence on the internet.
At times, that feels unwieldy.

 ow does our biology affect the way we share
H
who we are?
Our brain is a storyteller. It strives to find connections.
But don’t just let it react to whatever it’s seeing,
because that’s just more noise. You have to control that,
build that, make it directional and intentional.

It also makes me think that “creating”
something describes making it from scratch,
while “control” really means working with
what is already there.
Precisely. So many of us already exist on the internet,
long before we become aware of the story our digital
presence is telling. We live in a place where the digital
world does feel a little out of control. It’s gotten ahead
of us, and it’s only continuing to evolve. Reclaiming the
control is a kind of safety. It’s the knowledge that we do
have a part to play in this. The ability to take action and
influence the way you are perceived is a definite and
empowering thing to understand.

As the owner of my own story, what is the
difference between creating and controlling
the impact of my narrative?
Control is a more definite way to say create. It might
be a harsher way to say it, sure. That’s not to say that
control might not be too harsh a word. The idea of
controlling your narrative has come from the sense
that people feel out of control around their digital
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A quick guide to going global
Respectful and culturally-appropriate behavior
is important when doing business overseas .
But what’s customar y in one countr y may be rude
in another. Our business etiquette guide will
ensure you’re making all the right moves .

When a male passenger
happens to be traveling
alone and needs to hail a
ride, he should remember
to sit in the front seat
of the taxi

When paying
for a round of
drinks , it’s not
the done thing to
pick up the tab
out of turn

In business ,
punctuality is
considered to be of
critical importance

C H I NA

In China it is
customary to
present and receive
gifts by using both
hands as a sign
of respect

Chinese
affiliates
should be
allowed
to leave a
meeting first
Never leave chopsticks
upright in your rice,
and make sure that
at the end of a meal
you haven’t finished
ever ything on your plate

F R ANC E

Sneezing or wiping
your nose at a
lunch or dinner
table is considered
a huge no-no

Shaking hands
is the traditional
form of greeting . It
is far less common
to greet someone
with a hug or kiss

If you do not speak
French like a local ,
it is appreciated if
you apologize for
your lack of fluency

I N DIA

When entering
a residence, you are
expected to remove
your shoes before
going inside

However hilarious
and well-meaning ,
humor is not
appreciated in a
business context
Avoid saying “no”
during business
discussions; it’s
considered rude.
Opt for terms such
as “we’ll see,” “I will
try,” or ”possibly”

The eldest person
present at the
business meeting
should be
allowed to enter
the room ahead
of anyone else
Men will sometimes
greet women with a
kiss . However, many
women will stick out
a hand if they want
you to know they
prefer a handshake

Do not eat with
your hands , even
if you’ve ordered
a s andwich or
a pizza . Use a
napkin or any
other acceptable
utensil at hand

Standing in close
proximity to
each other and
employing physical
contact during
conversations
is considered
common practice

G E R MANY

It is quite
common to
leave the office
for a lunch
break that can
last two hours
or more

B R AZ I L

A handshake may
be accompanied
with a nod of the
head. Reciprocating
the gesture ensures
that you make a
good impression
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Never order
beef at a
business
meal in India
as cows are
considered
holy animals

Illustrations by Marcus Oakley
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33 tips for ten countries

JAPAN

The most senior
person in the
room often leads
discussions .
Other members
of the party
may not speak
as much , out
of respect

Avoid using the word “no .” The Japanese
will typically respond with a “yes” to
acknowledge their understanding of what
the speaker is s aying , even if they clearly
dis agree with what is being s aid .

Never pour a drink
for yourself; pour
it for someone else
first and always allow
another person at the
table to pour for you .
Leaving your glass
empty is an invitation
to pour more

Always attentively
wrap your gifts.
The value of the
actual gift is of
less importance
than the
thoughtfulness
with which it
is presented

N EW Z EALAN D

Do not openly display money, use an
envelope instead , and make sure you don’t
crease any of the notes inside

U N ITE D STATE S

U N ITE D K I NG DOM

Men should
generally avoid
wearing shirts
with pockets;
if they do,
the pockets
should always
remain empty

Make sure you’re always on time or early
for any appointment as it is considered
ver y poor form to show up late, no
matter how good your excuse is

Even if you’ve
had a very
eventful day,
try to keep
conversation
to a minimum
during meals
so as not to
annoy anyone,
and save your
stories for later

The British seldom retain eye contact
during convers ations as it is considered
rather for ward and presumptive

Evening meals are generally reser ved
for social interactions . Business matters
should only be discussed over lunch

When dining out , making a toast to
people present who are older than you
is considered impolite
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It is considered acceptable to conduct
business over breakfast , lunch , or dinner

Many U .S.
companies
discourage or
limit gift-giving ,
as it may be
viewed as a
bribe. A written
note is always
appropriate and
considered more
acceptable

Make sure you ask permission to smoke
before lighting a cigarette or cigar; few
buildings allow it

WOR KP LACE

R E P ORT:
TH E WOR KP LAC E
The workplace is ever-changing, and so is our relationship
to it. Once we sat elbow-to-elbow hunched over clacking
typewriters, only to graduate into private offices or tall,
windowless cubicles. Now we’re either working anywhere
and everywhere, or we’re in wide-open expanses of comfy
couches and long tables. So, what will tomorrow bring? And
how do all these changes affect our happiness, health, and
relationships? Our Report on the modern workplace takes
an in-depth (and visual) look at offices around the world.
After reading the Report, you might reconsider how you
work, where you sit, and what you eat for lunch.

The space race ( P25)
When the walls close in ( P28)
Working from home ( P32)
P H OTO R E P O RT

( P35)

01 The purpose-built office (Barcelona)
02 The studio/workshop (São Paulo)
03 The office complex (London)
04 The home office (London)
ETIQ U ETTE

( P44)

A guide to better meetings
Enough with the bad manners
The non-monogamous employee
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The
space race

AU T H O R :
SUZANNE
BARNECUT
Suzanne is a frequent
contributor to Relate,
and creates brand
content and tells
customer stories for
Zendesk. In her spare
time, she can be found
writing fiction, reading
The New Yorker , and
consuming (too many)
pastries from San
Francisco’s bakeries.

Where we work shapes
how we work , from where
we meet to where we sit

Find her on Twitter at
@elisesuz

Illustrations by Alice Tye

In three years, I’ve moved desks six times,
relocating between two buildings and four
floors. There have been key differences
between each location—some floors were
noisier, others had more light—but for the
most part, my desk, a blank slate of wide, white
surface, was nearly identical in each space.
So, too, are the floor plans, where my desk
stands with its snowy friends, congregating
around cool gray lounge chairs and ceding
to a community kitchen.
Of course, this is intentional and not
uncommon at a growing tech company like
Zendesk. Every detail is designed to create
consistency, to convey brand identity, and to
reflect company values—whether that’s by
bringing amenities into a space to keep people
in the office, or by leaving a space slightly
lacking, even uncomfortable, to push employees
back out into the world.
But our workspaces are, ideally,
designed to do more than that. Where we work
inevitably shapes how we work, and how we build
relationships with our colleagues, our customers,
and our larger communities. We don’t even
need science—just a quick gut check—to know
that we feel different ways in different spaces.
Every attribute of a physical space, from ceiling
height to seating choice, affects our happiness,
productivity, and ability to collaborate.

—Technology enables mobility
Today’s office culture isn’t strictly
business. As much as companies might
promote work-life balance or work-life fit,
there’s increasingly less delineation between
life at home and life at work. Thanks to wifi,
laptops, and smartphones, we can take work
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with us. This is evidenced in our habits—
checking email while on vacation, or going
to yoga during the day only to finish a work
project at night—as well as in our workspaces.
Anyone working in a “traditional” office,
relying on a computer and phone, is no longer
tied to their desk. In fact, studies show that
workers are not at their desks 50 to 60 percent
of the time, and many Fortune 1000 companies
are re-envisioning their workspaces as a result.

—The origins (and demise)
of the cubicle
In 1968, an office furniture designer
by the name of Robert Propst unveiled the
cubicle. His creative, flexible three-walled
design was meant to answer the problems
associated with the 1950s and ’60s Mad Menstyle open-plan offices—notably noise and a
lack of privacy. At the time, and for a long time,
the cubicle was widely adopted and considered
an early example of progressive office designthinking. Companies found they could easily
reconfigure spaces around business needs and
still offer employees privacy and a buffer from
visual and noise distractions.
What’s curious, however, is that how
we perceive a space can be just as important
as how we actually fare within it. According to
Nikil Saval, author of Cubed: A Secret History
of the Workplace, the economic climate of
the 1980s and ’90s—marked by corporate
mergers and mass layoffs—began to erode the
perceived safety of the cubicle. Instead of
being a space where meaningful work could
be done independently, workers began to
view the cubicle as a place of confinement
and disposability.

R E P ORT: TH E WOR KP LACE

really rich office environments that feel much closer to the
richness of a home, as opposed to a stale and stripped-back
office environment,” explains Raphael Güller, Zendesk’s
Global Brand Experience Manager. In some cases this means
bringing in elements of the outdoors—reclaimed wood and
plants—or by adding more texture and pattern, like nice
couches with throw pillows. In fact, for those of us living
the IKEA life, it’s possible that the lounge areas at work are
nicer than our living rooms at home. But does it work? Do
employees feel more comfortable and relaxed at work? Does it
entice them to spend more time in the office? It’s hard to say.

—Embracing choice beyond the office
It’s the element of choice and control that can make
working from home so attractive. You can choose where
you sit, when and what you eat, and whether to turn the
heating up or the stereo down. And unless your home is
dark, claustrophobic, and a mess, it stands a chance that
you can be reasonably productive there. Many remote
workers prefer to get out of their homes, but still have no
desire to come to the office—the company’s office, that
is—instead, preferring coworking space. While coworking
sounds like many of our corporate offices—open floorplans
with lounge chairs and community kitchens—it offers
remote workers both flexibility and choice, as well as an
antidote to isolation. Workers can move from desk to desk,
or from desk to closed-door space, while still reaping the
social benefits of an office environment.
As reported by the Harvard Business Review, people
who belong to coworking spaces thrive more than people
who work in traditional offices. Why? Well, the reasons
can vary, but coworking is heavily used by independent
freelancers who tend to find their jobs more meaningful
than regular employees. They have direct control over
when and where they work, and can choose the structure of
an office when they need it. There’s also less competition
and politics, and the option to lend their skill set, or just
their companionship, to the larger community. In some
ways, this is where in-office trends are going, too—with
more multipurpose workspaces that provide options for
autonomy and collaboration. We might even see unassigned
seating or oval-shaped desks (more like our kitchen
tables?) for better meeting spaces.

—How your physical space
affects productivity
That the noise levels, distraction, and lack of privacy
associated with open-plan offices both lowers productivity and
affects an employee’s well-being has been well-documented.
In The New Yorker, Maria Konnikova dove into several studies
reviewing “the open-office trap” that many of us had gotten
entangled in. Organizational psychologist Matthew David
revealed that while open offices “often fostered a symbolic
sense of organizational mission”, making employees feel like
part of a more laid-back, innovative enterprise, they were
damaging workers’ attention spans, productivity, creative
thinking, and satisfaction. Some would argue that workplace
design is experiencing an evolution, driven by increased
mobility and the demands of the workforce, as companies are
pressed to solve difficult questions about space in order to
promote productivity and to attract and retain talent.

—The world is your oyster

—Offices like home
A decade ago, an office with a fire pole or a slide
between floors might have seemed hip and fun, but today’s
workspace design is moving into a stage of maturity. As
Melissa Hanley, Principal and CEO of Blitz, shared at an
event hosted by Work Design magazine, some companies are
“bringing a grown-up attitude to a space” and “moving the
conversation forward about what a workspace should be”
by considering how the space will be used and by making an
investment in the people who will be using the space. Spaces
should be human scale, comfortable, and should feel intuitive,
she explained. Another major trend is to make the modern
office feel less like an office. “Companies are trying to create
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At the Work Design event, Donnette Clarens, Senior
Managing Director at Newmark Cornish & Carey, aptly stated
that embracing choice in the workplace can begin with making
a decision to be different. What do your employees need to feel
supported? What values does your workspace need to embody?
There’s no one right answer—there just has to be enough choice
to satisfy everyone in the population. “Quality offices that
staff like to be in, that inspire them, and that reflect your brand
values will enable us all to do really good work,” Güller says.
“But I think it can be dangerous to be caught up in one little
standardized world or universe that you’ve created,” he adds.
“Then you’re missing out on what’s happening outside, and
all those inspirational influences and important conversations
and networks just over your doorstep.” In a sense, Güller is
describing the workplace as a continuum of the world. Which
maybe, today, it is. In any case, most employees spend so much
of their day at work that office space is hardly a sunk cost. “I
think if you get that right,” he says, “it really shapes the company
from the inside out, and therefore also the service you provide.”

T H E S PA C E R A C E

‘The End of Sitting’ by architecture studio RAAAF.
Original image courtesy of Ronald Rietveld. Illustration
based on original photography by Jan Kempenaers.
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When the walls
close in
Pursuing health and happiness
in a flexible work world

Anton enjoyed the quiet in his
hyperbaric workpod, but he did
miss the creative input from the
ladies in accounts on his latest
hair-dryer concepts

A U T H O R : A N T O N D E YO U N G
Anton is a published writer and photographer. As a long-time
Zendesk employee, he built the Zendesk customer education
and training teams, and helped to launch Relate’s website and
event series. Now a freelancer, Anton is busy exploring the world
from his new home in Lisbon, Portugal.
Find him on Twitter: @antondeyoung.

I hop out of a taxi in downtown Dublin looking for a place
called tcube. It’s one of the city’s growing number of
coworking spaces. I’m steps away from three iconic Dublin
sights: Trinity College at my back, the Liffey river to my
right, and before me Temple Street, which no Dublin
tourist has failed to tread in search of a little trad music, a
souvenir rugby shirt, and the pint. I’ve rented a hot desk
for the morning to see what it feels like to relocate one of
my remote working days to a room full of strangers from my
small but comfortable home office, where my aging blonde
Labrador lies beside me on her pillow dreaming.
Barry Alistair, the owner, buzzes me up and we
meet at the top of the stairs. He points out the conference
room just inside the door, the Nespresso machine on the
tall reception desk sitting next to several rows of robin’segg-blue mugs, and then into the main room where the
hot desks are located. It’s an old building with typically
high ceilings. Daylight spills across the wooden floor.
The room reminds me of most of the offices I inhabited
when I worked at Zendesk in San Francisco: a big
communal space, people at their desks staring at their
laptop screens, earbuds in place, and the occasional
overheard phone conversation or deskside chatter with a
coworker. I personally like the solitude of working from
home—I’m happy and I get more done—reasons why many
businesses allow their employees to work from home at
least one day a week. So why give that up? What’s the
attraction of a coworking space, and what impact might
it have on my health and happiness?
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Remote workers have some unique
challenges to overcome: you have to
self-motivate, stay engaged , fight off
bouts of uncertainty and self-doubt , and
work to stay connected with coworkers .

Günther’s passion for
experimental harpsichord
music was starting to get
on Muriel’s nerves

—The health and happiness
connection

—From home to hot desk
Almost 90 percent of the U.S. workforce say they want to
telework, at least part of the time. And a 2014 London School of
Business survey indicates that half of the workforce may be working
from home full-time by 2020. But are we all ready for that? Alistair was
one of those remote workers that wasn’t. Three years ago he was lonely.
“I was working from home for quite some time and you know eventually
those walls close in on you and you want somewhere else to go,” Alistair
told me. “I set up tcube purely and simply because I thought, ‘Well if
I’m working at home and feeling isolated, I’m sure that there are lots of
other people working at home feeling isolated as well.’” That’s Alistair
mission one complete: to provide a space where people can escape the
isolation of remote work and be surrounded by other people.
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Remote workers have some unique
challenges to overcome: you have to selfmotivate, stay engaged, fight off bouts of
uncertainty and self-doubt, and work to stay
connected with colleagues. And fight the
loneliness. A 2016 The New Yorker article called
“A Better Kind of Happiness” explores the
link between feeling isolated and unhappy and
how that can affect your health. Perhaps to be
expected, loneliness can be pretty unhealthy.
Studies show that it can adversely affect how
your genome functions, increasing your risk for
life-threatening inflammatory diseases.
Organizations that are deeply
committed to the distributed team model
agree that remote workers need the whole
package: over-communicating, building
trust between team members, appreciating
each other’s accomplishments, and
occasionally getting together in person
to bond. It’s also necessary for remote
workers to lock in on what provides them
with purpose. Why? It turns out that
there’s a particular type of happiness that
makes us healthier. It’s a happiness built
on doing something meaningful. This is
what Aristotle referred to as eudaimonic
happiness. It’s a bigger, longer-term
investment in the pursuit of happiness,
and it takes effort. You’ve got to find your
mission, or missions, in life to achieve it.
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“What’s the point of working in
organizations where you just feel
stressed or not happy?”

Beryl could feel the tension
on the workfloor mounting as
she was nominated for bestcoiffed employee for the
12th year running
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—A workplace is not just
about the work

—Back to the home office,
for now

Alistair mission number two: to help others take
a more empowered approach to their careers. “What’s
the point of working in organizations where you just feel
stressed or not happy?” he asked. “Or where your values
are not aligned. Perhaps a company is focused only on
making money, whereas you might be more focused on
helping people. You’re driven to produce all the time for
the wrong reasons.”
To empower people to find work that aligns
with their aspirations and values, he helps them network
and build communities—hosting evening meetups and
other software-development-related events (that’s his
particular focus), and by offering a mentor program
which connects beginners with people who have more
experience and expertise to share. Alistair is also
known for email-introducing people who happen to
be working from tcube on the same day. All of this
leading to enhanced skills and knowledge and new
career opportunities.

I’ve only rented my hot desk for half the day
and it’s nearing noon so I start stuffing my shoulder
bag with my things to leave. By this time, the room is
almost full. I assume that, like every other office setting,
relationships here will happen organically; built on
common interests, shared experiences, and our desire
for coffee and companionship.
If projections are accurate and half the workforce
is going to be remote in just a few years, those of us who
take this path are going to want to be—sometimes at least—
around other people during the hours we set aside for work.
If coworking spaces become the places where we go to do
that, we will encounter more people like Barry Alistair—
people who want us to have happy careers and can hook us
up with other opportunities. Whether you telework or not,
it’s going to be a big part of your workplace experience. As a
whole, we need to expand our current definition of “coworker,”
and better understand what provides us with career fulfilment
and life happiness outside of the traditional office.

Just who is Barry Alistair?
What motivated you to start a
coworking business here in Dublin?

What would you say is the most
rewarding part of what you do?

I set up tcube because I
thought, ‘If I’m working at home
and feeling isolated, I’m sure
that there are lots of others
feeling the same. I wanted

Knowing that we’ve fulfilled our goal
of enriching the professional lives
of our coworkers, and that they
use their enriched experience as a
starting block in the next phase of
their journey—whatever or wherever
that may be. Whether they’re
ultimately successful is largely driven
by each coworker’s determination
and personal belief that their idea
is meaningful once realised.

to enrich the working lives of
freelancers, remote workers, and
pre-incubator startups by providing
a friendly, community-driven work
environment. And those are exactly
the people we attract.

Barry Alistair is a British Dubliner of
medium height and build, short hair,
and a big inviting smile. On this day,
he’s wearing thin black sleeve garters
pushed high above the elbow on his
striped dress shirt.
Alistair, who’s been sitting about 10
feet away from me at tcube, breaks
from listening to music and greeting
and chatting with his customers to
answer a few questions.

Through a personal connection,
or a story, I usually know a person
that can help members of our
community. I feel it’s my duty to
make introductions if I can. To
ascertain whether we feel our
environment and community can
help enrich their journey, we vet
applicants quite extensively. Over
the last three years, well over a
hundred people have been through
our doors. Whether a traveler, a
budding entrepreneur, a freelancer,
or a remote worker, they become
a part of our community and then
inevitably they move on.
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What can big companies learn from
what coworking spaces provide?
The advent of digital work and the
advances in technology have led
to a sea-change in how people
can and want to work. This is
why the coworking revolution has
taken hold, and why businesses
and organizations of all sizes,
industries, and character have
to adapt to manage the changes
in people’s behaviors and
expectations. Workers have
more power now. They want
more flexibility and more meaning
in their work lives.
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Working
from home

Some days , being around
your colleagues is the best fit .
At other times , a silent day
at home is better. Find what
works best for you

 With technology, work
—
can go anywhere
Most people no longer need to go into the office
to accomplish daily tasks. Whether you’re in a corporate
building in the heart of the city or on a cozy couch in your
apartment, you’re plugged into a computer—coding,
blogging, responding to customer emails, or analyzing
spreadsheets. All you really need to work is a laptop and
a decent wifi connection. Frankly, it can be frustrating
commuting four hours to the office on days I don’t have any
meetings, knowing that it’s something I could do at home
with significantly less effort.

—There’s more to it than sleep
My commute isn’t the only reason I work from home.
The benefits span far beyond sleeping in past six in the morning.

AU T H O R : S A R A L I G H T H A L L
Sara is a content marketier at Zendesk and a student of life.
When she’s not demystifying the Millennial generation on Relate,
you can find her with her toes in the sand and a latte in her hand.
See what she’s up to on Twitter @saralighthall

It’s a typical weekday morning. It’s dark, I’m tired, and there
are no seats left on the train. Once I arrive in the city, I briskly
walk 30 minutes and get to the office just in time for a call.
At day’s end I reverse my commute back out of the city and
arrive home to make dinner, eat, and climb into bed. The alarm
blares again. This time it’s not dark out and I feel refreshed.
I take my dog for a leisurely walk; I’ve got plenty of time this
morning. I brew a fresh pot of coffee and get ready for my day.
I take a seat at the desk in my bedroom, and open my laptop. I
hop on a project from the product marketing team, sending off
questions via instant message.
When I’m done, I catch my favorite spin class at the
gym, eat dinner, and watch a movie while wrapping up emails
from the couch. Whether in the office or at home, I worked
the same hours. I sat in front of my laptop with headphones in
and interacted online with my colleagues. Whether you call it
working from home, telecommuting, teleworking, or remote
working, lots of people are doing it—in the U.S. alone 13.4
million people work from home. That’s almost double the
amount that telecommuted in the last decade.
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Higher job satisfaction. For some, working in an
office can feel confining and draining. Fluorescent lights and
uncomfortable chairs pale in comparison to your weathered
couch and soft music. Many people find that working from
home sparks creativity and motivation. From morning
dog walks to lunchtime spin classes, remote work allows
employees to do more of what they love, creating a close tie
between their professional and non-professional lives and
higher satisfaction with both halves. For organizations this
means less employee turnover. Significantly less turnover, in
fact—in the organization studied by Bloom, the attrition rate
of remote employees was half that of in-office employees.
Saves time. On the days I go into the office, I spend
over four hours round-trip on door-to-door commuting.
There isn’t much work-life balance; instead, my scale teeters
between “work” and “getting to work.” Working from home
affords me time to invest in hobbies and relationships,
to truly balance myself healthily. Working from home
also allows employees to navigate sick kids and dentist
appointments without missing full days of work.

Illustrations by Charlotte Trounce

Improved productivity. Think about everything
happening around you in the office—espresso machines
grinding, chatter at the desk next to you, impromptu
meetings, an interviewee walking out of the elevator—there’s
a lot going on, especially in offices with open floor plans. All
of this can be extremely distracting, and can be avoided by
working from home. A study conducted by Stanford professor
Nicholas Bloom found that the employees who worked at
home had 13 percent greater productivity. The study also
found that people who work from home take shorter breaks
and fewer sick days—further increasing productivity.

WORKING FROM HOME
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Saves money. Planes, trains, and automobiles can cost a
lot. Whether you live five miles from work or 50, few are
able to get to the office cost-free. Avoiding long commutes
not only gives your wallet a break, but the planet, too.
Companies save as well. Distracted employees, like those
operating in an open office or closely surrounded by their
peers, can cost companies a lot—up to $650 billion a year
nationally. Implementing a flexible work schedule, allowing
employees to work at home free of office distractions, saves
an organization up to $2,000 per person.

Loneliness. Remote work can be isolating.
Thankfully, there are other people out there. When I work
remotely, I sometimes go to a local coffee shop to spark my
caffeine buzz and inspire my writing. I feel surrounded by
others, but none who will easily distract me. If you aren’t
interested in the scent of freshly roasted coffee beans, a
coworking space may be more your style.
Teamwork. While we want all of the benefits
that come along with flexible work, many worry that
working outside the office worsens collaboration.
Consider setting aside an hour to brainstorm in a shared
document, seeing what your colleague is writing in real
time. Or maybe implement daily standups for your team
on a company communication platform, letting others
know what you need help with every morning. When it
comes to maintaining team cohesion, keeping the lines
of communication open is key.

—Combating WFH woes
Of course, with the benefits of remote work also
come some challenges. Working from home is not an
effortless path, nor the right choice for every personality.
However, with intention, the common concerns associated
with remote work can be mitigated.
Lack of supervision. Some employees worry that
their desire to work from home communicates a poor work
ethic to their colleagues and higher-ups. Avoid this by keeping
the lines of communication—shared calendars and frequent
check-ins—open throughout the day. By scheduling your day
on an online calendar, your team can both see what you are
working on and know the best times to contact you.
Less access to immediate feedback. Working from
home should not inhibit one’s ability to receive comments
from coworkers. With online chat and cloud-native
drives, getting feedback on your work is as easy as pinging
“thoughts?” or pressing “share.” Consider going into the office
part-time to meet with your team face-to-face and for weekly
one-on-ones. Not an option? Schedule weekly video calls with
your manager to discuss your progress.
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—Stretch until it feels right
Right now I am sitting in our San Francisco office,
six floors above the buzzing city streets. I had back-to-back
meetings this morning, at which, I should mention, half of
the attendees dialed in from around the globe. I could have
done the same, but I like having face time with my team
during long discussions. That’s just me.
Tomorrow, I don’t have any meetings scheduled, so
I’ll need to focus and get some writing done. I’ll likely forgo
the lengthy commute for a quick walk to my local coffee
shop, or perhaps the public library.
Some days, being around your colleagues is the
best fit. At other times, a silent day at home is better.
Flexibility is all about changing things up—finding what
works best for you.

WOR KP LACE
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Studio Maio | Barcelona

Ramon Martins | São Paulo

Rapha | London

Maggie Li | London
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The purpose-built
office

STUDIO MAIO ARQUITECTURA
Architects
Barcelona, Spain
maio-maio.com

If you’re struck by the clean lines of the work
space created by Studio Maio architects, it’s only
appropriate; the studio occupies a former launderette. The key words in Maio’s conversion of
the site were light and openness. “The existing
40-meter-long building was a continuous space,
with variable sections and poor lighting,” they say.
To counter that, the space was divided in half and
a patio created in the center; light pours in through
its atrium and large square windows, illuminating
both halves. “The patio was literally conceived as
an outdoor room, allowing enjoyment of the outer
space while simultaneously turning intermediate
thresholds into habitable spaces.”

The studio is subdivided into a range
of purpose-built and functional spaces:
from light , communal workspaces to intimate
meeting rooms and outdoor spaces , there
is something to suit ever yone’s needs

The inclusive spirit is intrinsic to the fabric of the studio; it was conceived not only as Maio’s HQ but also
as an open space for designers and architects in need
of a workplace. This is reflected both in the front
area, open to the street and left empty to accommodate public-related activities, and the long central
studio itself, where a communal table provides work
stations and the walls are lined with bookshelves. The
scrubbed white walls may hint at the building’s previous incarnation, but a new cycle has begun.
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THE PURPOSE-BU
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Photographs by José Hevia

“The patio was
literally conceived as
an outdoor room”
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The open space of the studio has
lent itself to the accumulation of
items of interest and inspiration ,
creating a flexible workspace that
reflects the personality of the artist

The
studio/
workshop
38

THE STUDIO/WORKSHOP

“My personality, anxieties
and creative phases can all be
seen here”
RAMON MARTINS

Photographs by Gui Morelli

Artist
São Paulo, Brazil
ramonmartins.com

The exterior of the artist Ramon Martins’ home
studio in the Glicerio area of downtown São
Paulo may seem pretty unprepossessing—a
shopfront strewn with graffiti—but look closer
and you’ll see that the colorful mural with which
Martins has adorned the shutter, of a pair of kissing giraffes overlooking an azure sea dotted with
paper boats, is a reflection of the vibrant phantasmagoria to be found within, in a space that Martins calls his second skin.

The 280-square-meter studio was formerly a tailor shop and bottle bank, and Martins cheerfully
admits that when he moved in in the early 2000s,
it was a cockroach-ridden wreck. He slowly began
to transform it into a live-work space—he shares an
apartment on the second floor with some friends—
stringing Christmas lights across the studio and
incorporating street finds including discarded furniture and a shopping cart. The space, he says, represents a true sense of freedom, and, with the front
door open to the street, he can glean inspiration from
the everyday melting-pot buzz of São Paulo itself,
which has been hugely influential on his work. “My
personality, anxieties and creative phases can all be
seen here,” he says. “You just need to look around.”
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RAPHA
London, UK
rapha.cc

You’d expect the headquarters of one of Britain’s
premier cycling brands to be two-wheel-friendly,
and so it proves with Rapha’s 1600-square-meter
nerve center in London’s rapidly gentrifying King’s
Cross area. The entrance to the warehouse-style
space—a former abattoir and clothing depot—
features a ramp allowing employees and visitors
to ride straight into the building; once they’ve
secured their vehicle in the 150-capacity bike park,
they can put their cycling clothes in the laundry,
take a shower, grab a coffee from the on-brand
café, and head up to the main work area.

The office
complex

Photographs by Gareth Gardner

The latter has been designed by Jump Studios in a
free-range style, with a flexible system of cages that
mark out space, provide storage, and can be reconfigured into open-plan and semi-enclosed zones
for everything from design meetings to production
workshops. Vintage furniture is scattered around
the multi-height desks and tables, while oldschool Rapha jerseys hang from railings and adorn
the walls. “For the first time in our ten-year history,
we’ve been able to design an office from scratch
and organize it to match the way we work and the
way the company operates,” says Rapha founder
Simon Mottram. “I think it’s a stunning space.”
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THE OFFICE COMPLEX

Opposite: the Rapha café next to the
bike storage area and changing rooms,
and the “scenic” two-wheel-friendly
access to the offices

RAPHA
+
ZENDESK
For Rapha, a top sportswear brand that
celebrates cycling in all its forms, customer
service means much more than just organizing
product returns. The company’s use of Zendesk
Support has enabled it to keep a finger on the pulse
of each customer’s level of satisfaction, ensuring
that level matches the quality of its products.

This page: details of the airy openspace offices, which include a range
of flexible workstations, on-site
production workshops, and vintage
paraphernalia to set the tone

“The insight we’re getting from Support enables
us to be a better business and to improve the
whole customer experience. Zendesk Support
has allowed us to provide a high-touch service
experience for our customers.”
David Barnes
Head of customer service
Rapha

“We’ve been able to design an office
from scratch and organize it to
match the way we work and the way
the company operates”
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The home office
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MAG G I E LI
Illustrator
London, U K
maggie.li

While the advantages of working from home
are obvious—a 30-second commute; a chance
to spend all day in your pyjamas—many of those
who set up a domestic workspace sometimes
find the work/life balance a tricky one to negotiate. Freelance illustrator and art director Maggie Li is no exception—“I often work antisocial
hours,” she says, “so my desk mess spills into
home life”—but her East London home studio offers her the creative freedom she covets.
“I spend half my week working in an office as
a set director, and I appreciate the colleague
feedback I get there, but I feel like I can achieve
better focus when I’m away from that hectic
environment,” she says.
Li’s desk faces two large windows, and the light,
airy feel of the space is the perfect complement
to the vibrant, primary-coloured artworks
she creates for the children’s books and magazines she writes and edits. She also feels like
she’s plugged into a like-minded local network:
“This is my little lab,” she laughs, “but most of
my friends live and work in the area. It’s a real
creative hub.”

Photographs by Jake Green

The organized disorder of Maggie’s
workspace stimulates the development
of her considered illustrations , for
clients such as San Pellegrino , the
Sunday Times and Eurostar

“I often work antisocial
hours, so my desk mess
spills into home life”
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ETIQUETTE

MEET ME IN THE MIDDLE:
A GUIDE TO BETTER
MEETINGS
We’ve all been there. The meeting that ruins all hope
of productivity for the day and leaves you wanting
to claw your eyes out .

Some weeks, we spend the bulk of our days jostling
from one stuffy conference room to another, noshing on bagels and sweaty cream cheese, jacking up
on caffeine just to make it through the next 45 minutes. And, far too often, we walk out of the room
without a clear idea of what just happened or, even
more importantly, what should happen next.
Companies have flirted for years with alternatives to traditional, in-person meetings. Some
have found success in the form of collaboration
apps, project management tools, instant messaging, and teleconferencing. But the fact remains
that face-to-face gatherings of two or more
employees are still the norm for most organizations. Meetings—like death and taxes—are inevitable. This being the case, it would make sense
for meeting well to be a top priority for all organizations. Yet, as anyone who’s ever languished
in a room with a dozen other dozing souls can
attest, all meetings are not created equal.

THE PRICE OF
POOR MEETINGS
The cost of poorly planned and executed meetings is hard to estimate. A company invests time
and resources putting a group of employees in
a room together to brainstorm, plan, bond, or
problem solve. (Then, too, there’s an opportunity
cost associated with the work that isn’t getting
done because everyone’s in a meeting.) Whether
workers accomplish their mission well—or even
at all—depends on a variety of factors. Why is
running an effective meeting so challenging, and
what can we learn to do better, as meeting organizers and participants?
Richard Morse, Director of Learning and
Development at Gilead Sciences, believes, “It’s
about setting expectations up front. Anyone
who finds himself in a meeting where they aren’t
contributing needs to ask if they really belong
there. The goal is to have the right people in the
room, and only the right people.”

LEADERSHIP
RESPONSIBILITY
Morse shares his rules for better meetings,
implying that strong leadership on the part of
meeting organizers is key to success:
— Make sure the purpose for the meeting is clear
— Provide an agenda well in advance
— Make sure people know why they are there
and what you need from them
Morse also notes the importance of establishing
and communicating a meeting’s decision-making
structure up front. He cites misunderstandings
about how decisions will be made as the fatal flaw
of many meetings.

MANNERS MATTER
Few companies train employees to host an effective meeting. Perhaps even more importantly,
few managers are trained in the art of creating a
realistic agenda. Running a meeting off an overly
ambitious agenda results in wasted time, frustrated colleagues, and missed opportunities.
Employees feel the difference when a company establishes meeting etiquette and invests in
training executives on meeting leadership. A former manager at Walmart eCommerce cited two
corporate policies that supported better, more
productive meetings: “One, if you didn’t have an
agenda in the meeting invite, you were to decline
the meeting, and two, meetings were forbidden
between the hours of 3pm and 4pm, every day.”

MEETING IN THE
MIDDLE
A successful meeting is a two-way street. It takes
skill and leadership on the part of the organizer
and an onus on the participants. Many leaders
mention a lack of manners as their number one
meeting complaint. Pet peeves included loud
BY L AU R A S H E A R
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jewelry, gum chewing, checking one’s phone,
texting during a meeting, and talking with one’s
mouth full. It’s clear that common courtesies
like showing up on time and staying engaged are
not a given. This may have something to do with
today’s looser corporate hierarchies. Or perhaps, as Elizabeth Pierce, Director of Training
at Zenefits, suggests, “Employees aren’t learning manners or common social skills at home
and it’s bleeding into the workplace.”

RULES BORN
OUT OF REALWORLD MEETING
DEBACLES
Maggie Zeman, Managing Director of The
Barn Group at Double Forte, believes meeting
invitees have just as much of a responsibility
for the success of a meeting as the organizer.
Zeman’s firm puts a strong emphasis on training
new hires on proper meeting etiquette: arrive
early, be present, no phones or laptops, don’t distract, dress appropriately, take notes, and bring a
calendar. These etiquette examples all seem simple, yet as a whole they are rarely enforced.

THE BEST THAT
WE CAN BE
At their worst, meetings are distressingly enervating, sucking the creativity out of our workday,
leaving us depleted and frustratingly behind on
our to-do lists. On the other hand, a successful
meeting can leave participants feeling energized,
valued, and part of an effective team. With a
renewed commitment to meeting well, there’s
hope for the future of meetings—and it’s on each
of us to do our part. So send out those agendas
early, put away your phones and, please, for goodness sake, wipe that cream cheese off your chin.

WOR KP LACE
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EMILY POST IS PISSED:
ENOUGH WITH THE
BAD MANNERS
Where the hell have our manners gone? It happens too
frequently: your cubicle mate insists on eating tuna fish
s andwiches at her desk . With a side of kimchi . The couple
on the train have yet to silence either of their phones .
Finally, the woman answers a call . On speakerphone.

What has happened to us? It used to be that
bad manners meant eating with your elbows on
the table or using the wrong fork for your salad.
Alas, no more. Our public manners have disintegrated into far more nefarious crimes than the
misuse of cutlery. Many blame our escalating
bad behavior on easy access to phones, tablets,
and social media—Facebook scrolling at dinner,
texting during a movie, or partaking in Facetime
conversations on the subway.
Over 75 percent of people surveyed by
Debrett’s, a British modern etiquette school,
believe manners have been wrecked by mobile
technology dependence. 72 percent think
mobile devices encourage rude behavior.
We’ve all been painfully behind the person in
the Starbucks line who can’t pause their conversation long enough to order coffee. But it’s
much more than technology; it’s a lack of consideration for the people around us.

BRING BACK THE
ETIQUETTE
In 1893, Walter R. Houghton et al published
the Rules of Etiquette and Home Culture; or,
What to do and How to do it. Houghton wrote,
“As it is self-evidently improper in conversation to contradict bluntly or to interrupt
another while talking, so there are improprieties in the public assemblage so manifestly
unbecoming that the well-bred man instinctively refrains from them.” Sorry sir, our
instincts are off. Way off. If Houghton were
alive today, we’d need a revision to include
open workspaces, air travel, and technology
faux pas. Writer Rob Asghar too is wistful for
the etiquette teachings of yore. As he points
out, the original manuals like Emily Post’s
Etiquette in Society, in Business, in Politics and
at Home, were about more than just manners.
They were intended to be success books—
ensuring that you didn’t offend anyone and
sabotage your own advancement.

But sabotage we do. Bad etiquette has run
amok in offices and, according to a 2015
Accountemps survey, the worst offenders
are: using a speakerphone or talking loudly,
loitering or talking near a colleague’s desk,
eating odorous food, being messy, and leaving
your phone ringer on loud.
Why do these annoying, but seemingly innocuous things, matter? The survey
found that 85 percent of people say that
being courteous at work—being nice, being
respectful, having good manners—has a
measurable impact on one’s career. Being
a good public steward matters, especially
since 70 percent of us are now in wide-open
office environments.

YOUR SENSE MAY
NOT BE COMMON
A challenge in today’s fast-changing society is that there isn’t consensus around the
social norms. The rules keep changing, and
few are staying ahead of the curve and educating the rest of us. Instead, we rely on
instincts and “common sense” to guide us—
which are often outdated and too personal.
“Here there are laid down for society, certain rules which we must observe if we have
regard for the feelings of others,” Houghton
wrote. “These rules are not arbitrary.”
Asghar agrees. “Think about other people’s
feelings first because it’s not all about maximizing your personal convenience.” But
if our instincts aren’t based on empathy
or our common sense is selfishly rooted,
then our manners are unfortunately going
to reflect that. And our increasingly global
society complicates things even more. What
is acceptable in one geography may not be
appropriate in another. With these numerous nuances to think about, perhaps it’s time
for us all to attend finishing school.
BY S A R A H S T E A LE Y R E E D
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FINISHING
SCHOOL? DID YOU
SAY FINISHING
SCHOOL?
Yes, finishing schools are still a thing. They
may not be as popular as in the 1800s, but etiquette programs are making a comeback.
London-based Debrett’s was founded in 1769
and still offers traditional etiquette courses on
coming of age, hosting and entertainment, and
seasonal styles. Over the years, it has expanded into more modern programs like social
skills, interviewing, and business protocol.
In New York, the Professional Image Management company focuses on decreasing the
generational rifts frequently found in business
relationships.
Dorothea Johnson, the founder of The Protocol School of Washington, urges companies
to consider the value of decorum training—
appropriate corporate behavior and global
protocol—to both employees and the brand.
Especially in our changing culture. “We are not
free to merely act as we please; but we must act
with mutual consideration as befits our interdependence,” she says. “Although the spirit of
etiquette remains the same, the expression of
etiquette–the rules of conduct which govern
social life and our associations with one another—is forever evolving to adjust to the times.”
Whether you check yourself into an etiquette
12-step program, or simply choose to be more
mindful of your mobile behavior, keep your
bad manners in check and your good manners at the forefront. Words like “please” and
“thank you’” are still in fashion. Phones belong
in pockets and not in the theater. Holding the
elevator door is generationally appreciated.
Not quite sure what to do? Stop for a moment
and ask, “Would Emily Post approve?”
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THE NON-MONOGAMOUS
EMPLOYEE AND THE BENEFITS
OF SEEING OTHER PEOPLE
There’s no way to sugarcoat it: the thrill is gone.
Life has gotten routine and uns atisfying . The electric
spark with which you started the relationship has been
replaced by a comfortable, but unexciting , lull .

You don’t actually want to break-up, at least not
permanently. After all, it’s not a terrible relationship. It’s just that you find yourself craving the
excitement of new possibilities. It’s time for you
to say those powerful words, “I want to see other
people”... to your boss.

SHOPPING
AROUND
When your main job is leaving you professionally,
emotionally, or financially unfulfilled, but you
don’t want to leave it outright, seeing other people—pursuing outside work—could be an option.
More than seven million Americans are working
multiple jobs. While most are doing it to make
some extra cash, an Indeed.com survey found
as many as 14 percent of multiple job-holders
are doing it to “explore a new career.” In other
words, they’re shopping around for something
that’s better than their current career. Whether
you call what they’re doing “moonlighting” or a
“side hustle,” many multi-job workers reap the
benefits of seeing other people.

WHY DO SO MANY
WORKERS WANT
TO SEE OTHER
PEOPLE?
A non-exclusive working relationship is almost
like that of a fleeting romantic relationship. Just
like Tinder and Match.com for singles, job-seeking
sites provide a constant taste of the many
options out there. With so many singles and jobs
to choose from, why get tied down to one, right?
Also, let’s face it: if you’re not getting what you
need from your current job, looking for satisfaction outside of it can bring a new vigor and sense
of purpose to your life. That overall happiness
can’t help but spill into your main job, making
you a better employee.

There’s also a practical benefit. Having a side gig
is a great way to learn new skills that may eventually turn into a new career. Freelance writing
for a blog, for instance, could help you become
a professional writer. Doing volunteer work for
a non-profit could lead to a full-time position
there. Many companies see their relationship
with workers as anything but exclusive or permanent. So it makes sense to develop as many skills
as possible while you’re employed, rather than
waiting for the day your company says to you,
“We’d like to see other people...”

THE RULES OF
SEEING
OTHER PEOPLE
Before you decide to run around on your fulltime job, remember: in love and in work, seeing other people has its risks. The first thing
you should do is check with your employer to
ensure outside work doesn’t create a conflict of
interest. Some employers forbid outside work
that competes with their business, and some
employers frown on outside work of any kind.
Once you’re confident your company will let you
see other people, there are some rules to follow:
1 — D on’t sneak around
“Hiding that you’re working someplace else
is never a good idea,” says Diane Gottsman,
nationally recognized business etiquette
expert and owner of The Protocol School of
Texas. After all, you might get caught. One
errant social media post, or a sighting on the
street with your side gig, and your cover is
blown. To avoid that risk, clear any outside
work intentions with your supervisor and/or
your company’s HR office. You want to make
sure that everyone is on the same page. And
don’t over-explain your decision, says Gottsman. “You don’t have to apologize or give reasons like, ‘You don’t pay me enough, therefore

BY S I D LI P S E Y
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I can’t pay my rent!’ Don’t go in with a chip on
your shoulder.” Remember, in work as in love,
honesty is the best policy.
2 — Keep emotions in mind
The decision to be a non-monogamous
employee doesn’t just involve money or
skills. There are emotions involved, too:
yours, your co-workers’, and your employer’s,
who might take your desire to seek outside work personally. Think very carefully
about how you approach the issue with your
employer. If you don’t think the response
will be positive, you may want to consider
if another job is even worth it.
3 — Your primary job comes first
The best, perhaps only, way to make sure
your side gig doesn’t damage your relationship with your main job is to make sure your
full-time job remains number one on your
priority list. “You still need to give 100 percent at your full-time job,” says Gottsman,
who believes a side gig is no excuse for subpar
performance on your primary job. “Often,
[people will say], ‘Oh gosh, I worked late at
the second job and I’m so tired today.’ Well
that is your choice. Your boss at the primary
job is entitled to 100 percent of your best.”
4 — Keep the two gigs separate
We’re talking “separation-of-church-and-state”
separate. When you’re at your second job, no
badmouthing your boss or sharing secrets from
your main, full-time job. When you’re at your
main job, no using work materials to benefit
your outside work or recruiting co-workers
for your side gig. “Make sure one is not taking
from the other,” Gottsman says.
So if you feel the yearning for something new,
if your employer’s bylaws allow it, and if you
follow the rules, go ahead and have the “I want
to see other people” talk. As long as you’re
open about it, having a fling with another
career could be just what you need.

“Fiction provides the reader
with a greater comfort in
uncertainty and chaos—attitudes
that allow for higher-level thinking
and greater creativity.”
—
P48

“You pull open the door and step back
with a gasp, as this is not the UPS
man. A broad smile of surprise spreads
across your face. There on your front
steps stands a dinosaur.”
—
P52

“Strict professionalism leads to
apathy and apathy leads to ‘office
bullshit’, which is when we view
others within the same organization
as opponents. It’s a slippery slope.”
—
P59

“What’s the best way to help your social
responsibility efforts align with your
intrinsic company focus? Integrate
them. Build them into what you do. ”
—
P70

“When the supramarginal
gyrus is disrupted, your own
feelings cloud your ability
to accurately assess another
person’s feelings.”
—
P66

F EATU R E S

Empathy

“By sharing their stories, elderly people
can stop the disappearing process.
I certainly feel that I am suddenly
connected to another era in history.”
—
P74

Features

Why books
make you better

Words by Sarah Stealey Reed
Illustrations by Alice Tye

Think about your last great customer service experience.
The one that made you tilt your head and smile in a surprised
way. The one that you told your friends about. Now think
about the potential agents you interview. The ones you hire.
Will they all deliver a head-tilting style of customer service?
They might, if they read fiction.
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Better customer service

Good readers are identified as being better able
to: make inferences from text and speech, make
connections to what they read and hear and their
prior knowledge, prioritize details and determine
the importance of a lot of information, know when
to fact-check or seek alternative sources, and how
to summarize information.

A relationship between a company and a customer
often starts with a customer service interaction.
Good support can create a lifetime customer, while bad
support can quickly cut the relationship short. We place
tremendous power in the hands of our frontline—in our
customer service agents.
And while there’s a lot an organization can do to equip
agents to help customers—solid training, intuitive
self-service, smart processes, good management, and
well-written policies—it starts well before that. Before all
that, you have to hire the right people to do the hard job.

“What did you learn from the last book you read?” goes
deeper than just the lesson. Pay attention to the book
itself—the genre of the title. Was it Watership Down or
American Revolutions? The biography of Marilyn Monroe or
Arthur Miller’s Death of a Salesman? Perhaps it wasn’t a
book at all—Vogue magazine or a math book for a college
course. While there is inarguably much to be gained from
textbooks, non-fiction works, and periodicals, fiction may
provide even more benefits to the customer support agent.

Zendesk compiled a set of interview questions designed
to identify the most effective customer service agents.
The important questions uncover job interest, the ability to
manage customer emotions, problem resolution, empathy,
and customer communication. While the questions detect
necessary qualities, there’s another question—as effective,
but less common, to add to the list. “What did you learn
from the last book you read?”

Bend, experiment, and consider
A prospective employee who isn’t prone to reading may not
become one of your best customer service agents. Why
not? For starters, avid readers have a unique set of talents
that non-readers do not. Traits that work well in customer
service and technical support.

Research shows that reading fiction increases empathy and
social understanding. Fiction also provides the reader with a
greater comfort in uncertainty and chaos—a greater comfort
with discomfort, if you will. These are attitudes that allow
for higher-level thinking and greater creativity. Fiction gives
readers a place to bend reality, to experiment emotionally, and
to consider alternative solutions. These are tough traits to
teach—arguably attributes that “realness” can only inspire—yet
imperative for a good customer support agent to possess.
Finally, the candidate’s answer is apt to provide you with a
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Customers often do stupid things .
They get their phones wet , they neglect
to change their passwords , they step
on their favorite pair of glasses .
Customers rarely like to admit that
they do stupid things .

launching point to a real conversation. An opportunity to
engage in meaningful dialogue with a potential hire. You
might find that you share the same taste in well-written,
bendable reality. Or they might just introduce you to the
book you talk about in your next interview.

STEPHEN KING, THE GUNSLINGER

LAST IS GUNFIRE.”

“FIRST COMES SMILES, THEN LIES.

Customers often do stupid things. They get
their phones wet, they neglect to change
their passwords, they step on their favorite
pair of glasses. Customers rarely like to
admit that they do stupid things. When
explaining their dire situation to an agent,
customers usually start out polite. They
want compassion and exoneration. If that
doesn’t work, they’ll often fib a little about
what really happened. “There’s no way I
dropped my phone in the pool. It might
have gotten splashed a little when my
precious puppy jumped in the water. But
just a little!” When customers don’t get the
answer they want, they can become angry—they request
restitution, they demand a supervisor, they threaten to
churn. An empathetic agent with a good understanding
of the customer’s reactionary cycle can prevent the worst

“THEY’RE ALL SO MUCH AFRAID OF THE COUNCIL

R I C H A R D A D A M S , W AT E R S H I P D O W N
G I L L I A N F LY N N , S H A R P O B J E C T S

At Zendesk, there is a program that encourages continuous
agent learning and adaptation. The customer support team
rotates roles and assignments—ticket triage, subject-matterexperts, trainers, and Cobra Strike, a system that randomly
assigns agents bulk tickets only on one subject for a period
of time. This process provides agents with greater comfort
in uncertainty by familiarizing them with many support
situations. It also increases overall team productivity by
better enabling each individual. Rand would be pleased.

As David Hanrahan, Zendesk’s VP of
People Operations, says, “Being a good
manager is really fucking hard.” It’s so
hard, that many managers resort to being
dictators, to act as the Council, dishing out
orders and punishment instead of rewards
and recognition.

While fear and intimidation can drive a
certain behavior—script-reading and closely
followed processes—rarely does it inspire
or empower. When support agents are led
by Council forces, they learn to care less
about what the customer wants or needs,
and more about what won’t get them in
trouble. Agents don’t think about creative
solutions, or doing the right thing by the
customer. Instead, they follow the “letter of the law” and
stay compliant, even if that pisses off a customer.

T H E W O R L D H O W T O T R E AT YO U . ”

Tier 1 support is often considered to be
the hardest place in a contact center.
An agent has to know a little bit of
everything, or at a minimum, a lot about
where to find a lot of information. The
best customer service agents are ones
that remain confident under uncertainty
and periodic chaos. They don’t panic when
presented with an unfamiliar problem.
Rather, they use their talents—inference,
listening, and prioritization—to solve the
pieces that they can, and then ask and
learn about what they can’t.

“ T H E FA C E YO U G I V E T H E W O R L D T E L L S

AYN R AN D, AT LAS S H R U GG E D

IS NOT TO GET SCARED, BUT TO LEARN.”

“IF YOU DON’T KNOW, THE THING TO DO

Lessons in fiction for customer service

T H AT T H E Y ’ R E N OT A F R A I D O F A N Y T H I N G E L S E . ”

from happening. Great customer service agents know that
with smiles they show compassion, with lies they provide
understanding, and hopefully, with preemptive empathy,
the gunfire is avoided.

“Happy agents make happy customers,”
goes the tried-and-true support saying.
In a 2014 Zendesk blog post—”Don’t let
the robots win: hire people who act like
people”—author Monica Norton emphasizes
that customers want true human-to
human-interactions. They want to talk to
agents that treat them with dignity, provide
explanations, and say “thank you.”

Norton says that businesses should train
for skill—customer service expertise and
product knowledge—and hire for attitude.
She identifies the important hireable
traits as kindness, empathy, creativity
and curiosity. Don’t these sound like the same attributes
commonly found in readers of fiction?
Good customer service agents recognize the importance
of attitude in service. The best customer service agents
understand that they are the voice and face of the
business. They know that the way they treat their
customers is likely the way their customers will treat
the company. There are no robots here.
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Just be you
in customer service
even if “you”
is a velociraptor

Words by Sarah Stealey Reed

It’s Friday night and you’re still waiting for the package
to arrive. The missing pterodactyl puzzle kits are the
crowning jewel of tomorrow’s dinosaur party. You’re
annoyed. Angry even. The puzzles should have been
here three weeks ago. Backorder emails, numerous
phone calls, and genuine apologies aside, you need
the dinosaurs tonight. Otherwise you’ll face a very disappointed birthday boy in the morning. You’re about to
give up on making your seven-year-old happy when the
doorbell rings.
You pull open the door and step back with a gasp. It’s
not the UPS man. After the initial surprise wears off, a
broad smile spreads across your face. There on your
front steps stands a dinosaur.
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“We had no idea that the dinosaurs
would go viral. We thought we’d
be able to fulfill all the orders in
five months, but it took us eight.
Obviously, that’s not ideal.”

When dinosaurs roamed Pennsylvania
Lisa Glover, the founder of KitRex, is inside that dinosaur. This
isn’t just a friendly dino housecall; she’s here to hand-deliver the
backordered pterodactyl kits. And, of course, that is best done
when wearing a 15-foot-long cardboard velociraptor. You see,
she wouldn’t want you to think that dinosaurs don’t care. Glover
started making dinosaurs in graduate school—part class
project, part Halloween costume. She tested prototypes for two
years and then launched a Kickstarter campaign. The idea
was to raise $8,000. The first Kickstarter ended at $110,000
with 5,500 dinosaur orders in 42 countries. “We
had no idea that the dinosaurs would go viral,” Glover recalls.
“We thought we’d be able to fulfill all the orders in five
months, but it took us eight. Obviously, that’s not ideal.”

The dinosaur at my door
The personal deliveries started out as a necessity—
initially happening locally in Pennsylvania to expedite
shipping time and to save on postage. Glover knew

she had goodwill to make up, and a personal delivery (as
a velociraptor) seemed like a natural way to do so. But the
dino-delivery method had an unexpected effect: increased
customer patience and loyalty. “People were much more
understanding about hiccups and customer service issues,”
says Glover. “They felt they had a relationship with me. We
had a connection.” This connection made customers tell
other people that velociraptors were roaming Pennsylvania.
More people wanted dinosaurs, and so a second Kickstarter
campaign was born.

Using service to delight
In January 2016, online clothing retailer Zulily made the
news after customer Kelly Blue Kinkel attempted to return
a coat and was told by the customer service agent to donate
it to charity instead. “I thought Zulily was pretty incredible
before, but after today I’m a customer for LIFE,” Kinkel wrote
in a Facebook post that has since gone viral.
“The world needs more LOVE like that.”
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Customer service story

The dino-delivery
method had
an unexpected
effect: increased
customer
patience and
loyalty. “People
were much more
understanding
about hiccups
and customer
service issues.
They felt they had
a relationship
with me. We had
a connection.”

When a Zappos agent heard about the 2015 flooding
in South Carolina while on a call with an affected
customer, she sent the woman a dozen fleece blankets
to pass out to neighbors. A sticker on the outside
of the box simply said, “Surprise!” And most people
have read the stories of a Ritz- Carlton agent taking a
lost stuffed giraffe named Joshie on “holiday” before
returning him to his child owner. Joshie’s parent and
grandparents were thrilled. Using customer service to
delight is nothing new. Companies like Nordstrom, RitzCarlton, and Apple have based their brand promise on
exceptional, sometimes surprising, service.
Glover acknowledges that she didn’t set out to be a
customer service differentiator. Initially, she tried to
use a big-company, corporate voice so that people
wouldn’t think she was being unprofessional . Glover
didn’t want to be perceived as the “start-up” or as
being the unprepared entrepreneur. But she quickly
realized that her approach was turning customers
off. She couldn’t deliver orders as stated , and she
appeared disingenuous in her customer service.
People were getting pissed .
Once she started opening up, being honest, and letting
the KitRex quirkiness come through, customers became
more understanding and patient. “It pays to be honest,”
Glover says. “Never commit to a delivery you might not
meet. Admit that your mom is your assistant and didn’t get
the shipment out on time. ‘Oh, that’s so cute! Of course,
that’s fine,’ customers will say.”

Have dinosaur, will travel
While Glover admits that some personal deliveries are
awkward or don’t cause the intended “warm and fuzzy
feeling,” most are positive. “You rarely see the face
of the person who has created a product and brought
it to life. That’s really special,” she says. “And it’s
really special when the person is actually wearing
the product. And it’s a dinosaur.”
Glover gets that the hand-delivery model is not
sustainable, but she’s going to continue it as long as
possible. “As long as it continues to be convenient when
I am traveling, I will keep the hand-deliveries going.”
She also understands that as KitRex grows, so will the
customer service interactions. That means the “staff” of
family, friends, and near strangers may need to change.
“When I bring on someone to do customer service, I will
make sure they understand that we are real people, and
that we need to handle customer transactions like we
are personally invested. We are humans. We care,”
says Glover. “This can never feel like a brand that
doesn’t care. If we make a customer feel good, they
will reciprocate and share.”
Spoken like a true human, err, caring dinosaur.
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“You rarely see the face of the person who
has created a product and brought it to life.
That’s really special. And it’s really special when
the person is actually wearing the product.
And it’s a dinosaur.”

Lisa Glover is spotted during her morning paper run

A H A N DY G L O S S A R Y O F T H E D I N O S A U R S Y O U A R E M O S T L I K E LY T O E N C O U N T E R O N A N A V E R A G E D AY
Tyrannosaurus Rex

Velociraptor

Brontosaurus

Pterodactyl

Triceratops

English glam rock band,
formed in 1967 by
singer-songwriter and
guitarist Marc Bolan. But
also, and more relevantly,
tyrannosaurus rex is
probably the most wellknown dinosaur due to
its huge size, ferocious
nature, tiny arms, and
regular appearances in
popular media. Its name
comes from the Greek
words meaning “tyrant
lizard”, and “king” in Latin.

Although it featured some
very threatening claws, the
velociraptor was actually
much smaller than Jurassic
Park would have you
believe (more the size
of a turkey than a person).
The name velociraptor
means “swift seizer”.
There is now mounting
evidence that the
velociraptor was feathered,
which would have helped to
keep it warm in the harsh,
Mongolian steppe.

The brontosaurus, also
known as apatosaurus
(nothing to do with Judd
Apatow), was one of the
largest animals to have
ever walked on earth,
averaging around 23m
in length and a weight
of over 23 metric tons.
Despite its size, it was
rather a benevolent giant
(much like your average
cow), and spent most of
its time amiably munching
on vegetation.

Pterosaurs were close
relatives of the dinosaur,
but were, in fact, flying
lizards. Unlike birds, their
wings were made of skin,
muscle, and other tissues,
which stretched from an
enormously long fourth
finger to their ankles. They
were the first animals to fly
apart from insects, and were
probably much harder to
swat. Pterodactylus comes
from the Greek meaning
“winged finger”.

If you happen to bump
into one, the triceratops is
easily recognized thanks
to the three horns present
on its head; think of a
rhinoceros with a frilly
collar around its neck.
Unsurprisingly, the name
triceratops comes from the
Greek “tri” meaning three
and “keratops” meaning
horned face. The U.S.
state of Wyoming lists the
triceratops as its official
state dinosaur.
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Empathy

BY DAV E DYS O N

“Thank you.”
What to do with
negative customer
feedback

There it is: the worst customer satisfaction
survey ever. The customer lambasted the
company, your best agent, and your product. You
know that this negative customer feedback will
make its way to your CEO. You pace around your
office, you think of all the ways to retort, and then
you stop—this feedback is a gift, right? Perhaps
you are looking at this all wrong. Breathe.
Customer feedback, above all else, is a teaching
moment. It’s a lesson in what you could have
done, should have done, or will want to do in the
future. And even if the customer is wrong, it’s still
a lesson in perception.

M A K I N G N I C E W I T H N E G AT I V E F E E D B A C K

It’s hard to hear bad things about your
product, your service, or your people.
It’s tough to read mean comments in
a customer satisfaction survey. But
it’s really, really challenging to be on
the receiving end of live negativity—
of a yelling, belittling, or just angry
customer. And the way your agents
handle negative customer feedback

may just mean the difference between
an attritional customer and a future
brand advocate.

another chance. That’s more likely to
happen if you make nice with negative
feedback. Be open and ready for it.

Chances are, if you’ve taken the right
steps for a customer in their time
of need, they are going to stick by
you. They may not always agree with
your answers, but they’ll give you

So, what should you do to make the
feedback meaningful to you and your
customers? How should you guide
your frontlines to handle negative
customer feedback?

Show that you understand

Show appreciation

Validate their emotions

Appreciation is simple. Saying thank you is
simple. Remember, you’re feeling gratitude
for the free feedback. It gives you data that
can help improve your business. What do
you say when someone gives you a gift?
Thank you. Thank you for caring.

Problem-solving is great and all, but if someone’s
upset, they’re not chemically inclined to listen.
Showing genuine sympathy—even if their emotion
is misplaced—can help calm the fire and put them
in a better space for listening. The customer can
be wrong, but their emotions are true.

Don’t make the customer explain themselves
again. Do the homework of looking at what’s
already happened, and show them you get it.
This is especially important if the ticket has been
newly escalated to you (as a manager, team lead,
or technical expert) to handle the response.

Take appropriate responsibility

Illustrations by Marcus Oakley

Provide next steps
Clarify intentions

If you or the company made a mistake, by all
means apologize and take responsibility. If the
product failed, apologize for the disruption. If your
documentation is incomplete or incorrect, show that
you’re taking steps to correct it. Just don’t apologize
unnecessarily or profusely. Stay genuine.

Where possible, politely point to documentation
to reinforce policy or product behavior. Don’t be
condescending; use this as a teaching moment.
Customers may not understand what your product
or service was intended to do, just what they
wanted it to. Help them see the why.
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Set expectations properly. Make sure both you and
the customer agree on closure. If a workaround
is necessary, acknowledge the effort that the
customer has to go through. And if you say you’ll
follow up, make sure you do. Don’t let this free
feedback go to waste.
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Radical candor

Be a better boss
by saying exactly what
you think
Words by Suzanne Barnecut
Illustrations by Charlotte Trounce
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Radical candor

Can you think of a time when someone told you the honest truth? Was
it difficult to hear? Sometimes our toughest critics are the people who
care about us most. And in an ideal world, we’d always—and only—
take feedback from those with our best interests in mind. Yet the world
we live in serves up feedback on a platter, heaped with all manner of
input from bosses, colleagues, spouses, friends and family.

Why bosses should
give a damn
There are many reasons why being a leader is hard, leading
among them. Bosses don’t always have all the answers
or total control over the day-to-day actions of their direct
reports. There will inevitably be missteps along the way,

All that feedback can be hard to digest, and in part that’s
because it’s not all useful. It’s also because most of us are
really bad at giving good feedback. One might say there’s
an art to it, but that makes it sound fancy, like you’ve got to
gussy up your words. Instead, according to Russ Laraway,
co-founder and COO of Candor, Inc., the secret to giving
good feedback is simply to “say what you think.” “It doesn’t
sound radical, but it is,” says Laraway.

Wait , what?
Laraway and Kim Scott, CEO and fellow co-founder of
Candor, Inc—both former Googlers—are working to improve
the people relationships within organizations. Key to this is
speaking with what they call Radical Candor™, which calls
for challenging your colleagues directly and caring about
them personally.

miscommunications, or personality clashes to manage.
“It’s your job, sometimes, to say things that aren’t nice, and
your moral obligation as a leader,” Laraway explains. Yet
addressing a difficult situation doesn’t have to imply that
you have to be mean or that you’re a mean boss. Leaders,
Laraway says, need to work at being clear.
Too many leaders work instead at “being professional,”
which suggests that we come to work and don an HRfriendly hat, a poker face, and dole out maxims. We might
actively avoid crossing lines of friendship or caring about
things that stand in the way of our end goals. In many ways,
“being professional” is probably where we’ve all imagined
we should be. Yet while it’s a fine starting point, it also puts
us at risk of leaving our human side at home. “You have
to bring your whole self to work,” Laraway says, because
strict professionalism leads to apathy and apathy leads to
“office bullshit”, which is when we view others within the
same organization as opponents. It’s a slippery slope. By
contrast, caring about our colleagues and building genuine
relationships within the workplace gives leaders—and
everyone—greater ability to foster innovation, encourage
change, and to create a culture of trust.
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Radical candor

“It’s important to give feedback
immediately, while it’s still fresh and
relevant. Issues have a short half-life
and can go nuclear fast. Your next
meeting can wait.”

How willing are you
to piss people off?
On the other hand, it can be dangerous to
travel too far down the other end of the
spectrum—being too nice, caring too much.
The thing about caring—and perhaps why
leaders put on their “professional” hats—is
that it makes us averse to hurting someone’s
feelings. The more we care about our
coworkers, the harder it becomes to provide
constructive feedback without beating around
the bush or softening the blow. If we don’t
care, then it’s much easier to deliver the blow.
Bosses who care too much to say the hard
things fall prey to what Laraway and Scott call
Ruinous Empathy. Because shooting straight
from the hip is difficult for these leaders, the
“too nice” boss sometimes causes conflict,
or allows small issues to escalate into bigger
ones, despite their good intentions. Put
another, simpler way, Ruinous Empathy is not
telling your colleague when they have spinach
in their teeth. By avoiding embarrassment in
the moment, you open the door to greater
embarrassment down the line. Being radically
candid means grabbing that coworker by the
elbow and saying, “You have spinach in your
teeth. You might want to go to the bathroom
and take care of it.” Telling it like it is might
take you out of your comfort zone, but this
example clearly illustrates why it’s the nicest
thing you can do, and the most effective.
If you’re wondering what kind of leader you
are, Laraway and Scott have identified four
types of boss and developed the Candor
Gauge, which offers leaders a way to see
where they fall on the axes of challenging
directly and caring personally.

Breaking down the
Candor Gauge:
Ruinous Empathy: High on care, and low on
challenging directly. While it’s great that you
care so much, you’re too nice and beat around
the bush too often. Your team may feel good
as a result but won’t correct their mistakes.
Conversely, they may feel the tension between
what they’re doing wrong but aren’t aware of,
and what they might hope to achieve.
Radical Candor: You are both direct and caring,
and walk that fine line between praising good
work and challenging your team to do even
better. High five!
Manipulative Insincerity: You don’t care much
and your directives are muddled. You may even
be perceived as mean. If you’re in this quadrant
you’ve got a lot of work ahead, but are probably
too caught up in office politics to notice.
Obnoxious Aggression: It’s great that you’re a
verbal sharpshooter, but you could work to be
more caring. Still, in terms of leadership, this is
the second best place to be because honesty
(and sometimes embarrassment) gets results.
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“You have to bring your whole self to work,
because strict professionalism leads to apathy
and apathy leads to ‘office bullshit’, which
is when we view others within the same
organization as opponents.”

4 steps to
practicing Radical
Candor at work
Bringing Radical Candor to the workplace
will make you a better leader, but the concept
can also be applied broadly. Everyone can
work on challenging directly and caring
personally, though it does take some practice.
Telling a peer, “Hey, your presentation
sucked,” is certainly candid, but most
people would agree it’s not helpful, or
caring. So here are some things you can
do to practice and encourage Radical
Candor within your organization:

1 Give candor
The key to dishing out candor is also being
able to take it. So give it humbly, Laraway
says, and expect the challenge to be returned.
The intention behind your feedback should
be that you want to help, and it’s important to
give feedback immediately, while it’s still fresh
and relevant. “Issues have a short half-life
and can go nuclear fast,” he says. “Your next
meeting can wait.” Direct, personal feedback
is best given in person, or over video if
your colleague is remote. And feedback
isn’t always bad, so as a rule, give negative
feedback privately and give praise publicly (so
long as people are okay with being praised
publicly). Either way, both negative feedback
and praise should be specific. For example:
“I appreciate the way you handled that
difficult customer conversation,” instead of
“You’re great” or “I think that course of action
is wrong, and here’s why. What do you think?”

2 Get candor
As a manager, think about how you can
encourage candor from your team. Laraway
recommends having a go-to question to help
solicit honest feedback. For example, “Is there
something I can do differently here?” Then, he
says, shut up. Count for eight seconds (long
enough for some awkward silence) and listen

with the intent to understand. If you’re actively
listening, your response should be something
like this: “What I think I hear you saying is, if I
do X, Y, and Z, that will help you in A, B, and
C ways.” Strive to embrace the discomfort in
these types of exchanges, and then reward the
candor you’ve successfully encouraged.

3 Encourage candor
Wanting to intervene in interpersonal conflicts
between team members, or between teams,
is nice but ultimately a roadblock. “Don’t
triangulate in interpersonal conflict,” Laraway
warns. You might feel like you’re listening
and empathizing, but listening to someone
vent means you’re hearing only one side of
the truth. That stirs the pot. The best thing
to do is to shut it down and encourage your
colleague to handle their issue directly.
If they can’t, encourage them to come back
and escalate their issue together.

4 Gauge candor
“The first step toward change is awareness,”
Laraway says. Take the pulse on your
management style by trying the Candor
Gauge. It can be as simple as drawing the
axis on a whiteboard and putting a Post-it
note where you think your behavior falls.
The key is to then ask your team where
you’re showing up. It’s uncomfortable, sure,
but here’s the unflappable truth: whatever
your team says is right.
Ultimately this is all good news. The secret to
being a good boss is entirely within our own
control. It’s not about having all the answers,
or being the most extroverted, or leaning on
fear as motivation, or even being the most fun
and nicest boss around. Instead, being a great
leader is about building great relationships,
founded on honesty.
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B Y C H E L S E A L A R S S O N A N D T I F FA N Y R O C K W E L L

Angry like a boss:
how to be pissed
off at work and stay
professional

There’s a fine art to showing anger in the workplace.
Too much can get you fired. Not enough can lead to
stalemate solutions—and more anger if the issues
continue. Anger is a hard emotion to control and
perhaps that’s why most of us try to avoid it at work.
But being pissed off at work is inevitable. We are
only human, after all. It’s simply a matter of time
before a beloved coworker crosses your anger
threshold. Instead of bottling up your hostility and
willing it not to explode, learn how to restrain your
emotions, direct your passion, and use anger as a
catalyst for change.

THE
ACTION
PLAN
Decide on your end goal

Miser y needs company
If you do nothing else, do this one thing.
Define your objective so that anyone can
understand. Is it to resolve the situation?
To bring attention to a problem? Adding
structure can help make it a tactical
discussion instead of a firestorm.

Grab someone you trust and ask them to process
the situation with you. By listening to your story,
this person can help identify any missing pieces
of information. Look for someone who is neutral.
It might even help to speak with someone outside
of your department.

Get moving

When you’re talking, you can’t listen, and you
might miss something important. A few simple
changes in how you communicate can improve
your understanding: make eye contact, don’t
interrupt, avoid finishing other people’s sentences,
and remember to ask clarifying questions.

Illustrations by Marcus Oakley

Write it all down

Look for a solution

Include all the relevant details, such as your
points, their points, and any misunderstanding
you think took place. Steady yourself with
counterpoints. Read the situation out loud
and be objective—things might not be as
complicated as they seem.

Way before you approach the
person that brought you to
boiling point, you need to cool
down. Take time to get into the
right mindset for a productive
(not explosive) conversation.
D U R I N G T H E C O N V E R S AT I O N

Use active listening

Want to throw your desk chair through a
window? That could be your adrenaline talking.
Break it down by getting more oxygen into
your system—go for a brisk walk, hit the gym,
or lock yourself in a conference room for a
dance party of one.

B E F O R E T H E “ B I G TA L K ”

Stick to your objectives and refer to your list.
Focus the discussion on a solution rather
than who’s at fault. If you notice that the
conversation is going in circles, it’s fine to
table the discussion for later, especially if
you’re getting angry again.
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Keep your temper down and
focus on the goal. We‘re not
robots, but you need to be
respectful. If you find yourself
heated, chances are you’re only
looking at the issue from your
own perspective. Switch the
lens and start again.
FINISH STRONG

If you reached a solution,
congratulations! After a few
days, feel free to confirm what
you two discussed. If there is
no resolution, that’s fine too
(for now). Thank the person
for their time and perspective,
admit you are at an impasse,
and cut the conversation off.
Invite an educated third-party
such as HR , your manager,
or another team member for
further discussion.
If all else fails, there’s always the
office happy hour (throwdown).
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Navigating the
roadblocks to empathy

Words by Suzanne Barnecut

Chances are that we encounter acts of empathy more often than we
realize. Empathy is what motivates us to let the car idle a little longer
while a mother struggles across the street with her kids or to buy a
homeless man a hot breakfast. Empathy is embodied by the advice nurse
who stays on the line extra long to offer both medical and personal
advice, or by the hotelier who gifts a bottle of champagne because he
remembers what it was like to be a newlywed.
On a grander scale, empathy has a role in what motivates us to text
money to disaster relief organizations or for a country to accept tens of
thousands of refugees. It is a driving force behind a lot of good in the
world, even when it comes in response to things that aren’t so great.
It might sound simple, but when we stop and consider the amount of
input and the number of interactions we each encounter daily, practicing
empathy is sometimes a big ask. Science has shown that while empathy
often occurs automatically, each person’s experience of empathy is
varied and context-dependent. And according to a study of college
students over a 30-year period, empathy is on the decline.
But what is empathy exactly, and where does it come from? Is it inherent
to all people or only to some? And is empathy something that can be
encouraged, perpetuated, and enlarged?
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By definition , empat hy is t he ability t o
sense or to underst and and share t he
feelings of anot her person . Colloquially
we might say we’re put t ing ourselves
in someone else’s shoes .
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Results across seven st udies
showed that people who t hought
about empathy as a skill t hat
c an be improved—rat her t han as
a fixed trait—made more effort
t o be empat het ic .

By definition, empathy is the ability to sense or to
understand and share the feelings of another person.
Colloquially we might say we’re putting ourselves
in someone else’s shoes. It’s less about feeling
bad for someone (that’s sympathy) and more about
understanding why that person might feel bad. Being
empathetic, in fact, does not mean that we allow
another person’s feelings to supersede our own—or
even that we’ll take any helpful action. It just means
that we can see where that person is coming from.

Empathy and the brain
We don’t need science to tell us that some
people appear to be more empathic than
others, but it’s true that, where empathy
is concerned, we’re not all created equal.
This is most apparent when you look at
populations with neuropsychiatric illnesses,
including autism and some forms of
dementia. Empathy in the average healthy
person, however, is a bit more nuanced.
According to the Max Planck Institute for
Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, a
little something in the cerebral cortex called
the right supramarginal gyrus gives us the
ability to recognize when we don’t feel
empathy and to autocorrect. Researchers
determined that humans are, by nature,
egocentric (no surprise there), but that
this region of the brain allows empathy to
be more of a choice—if the supramarginal
gyrus is functioning properly. When the
supramarginal gyrus is disrupted, your own
feelings cloud your ability to accurately
assess another person’s feelings.

that was either pleasant or unpleasant. At the same
time, they were each given something equally pleasant
or unpleasant to touch, such as soft fur or slime. The
outcome was striking: when experiencing different stimuli,
the participants were more likely to project their feelings
and circumstances onto the other person, rather than the
other way around, confirming that empathy relies on being
in a neutral or shared state.
Creating a neutral or shared state is easier said than
done. As a human population we’re working all sorts of
jobs, celebrating milestones or mourning losses, and are
affected by all the minutiae of daily life: not enough sleep
or caffeine, too much traffic or stress. It’s safe to say that
our own emotions are almost always firing. Moreover, in
addition to different stimuli, researchers found that making
quick decisions is disruptive to empathy. Under the gun,
the brain has a hard time distinguishing its own emotional
state from that of others.
Research shows that it’s particularly hard to relate to
suffering, but differences in wealth and power also
have an impact on empathy. People who were given a
high-power role, even temporarily, had brain activity
consistent with lower empathy. Biology factors in
too—hormones secreted under stress are disruptive to
empathy. Findings reveal that it’s harder to empathize
with strangers because meeting someone new can
elicit a stress response.

The power of suggestion
So if empathy can break down when it’s
hard to relate to people in need, in states of
suffering, and whom we don’t know, what can
we do? Karina Schumann, Jamil Zaki, and
Carol S Dweck, psychologists from Stanford
University, may have the answer. They looked
at predictors for whether a person might rise
to the occasion and try to experience empathy
in a challenging situation.

What disrupts empathy?
In the study by the Max Planck Institute, participants
were paired up, and each person was shown an image
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Empathy is like a muscle t hat ,
when flexed , grows st ronger.
Simply adopting a more
malleable mindset might be
t he first place t o st art .

Results across seven studies showed
that people who thought about empathy
as a skill that can be improved—rather
than as a fixed trait—made more effort
to be empathetic. The seventh study, in
particular, suggested that having an active
interest in being empathic helps. In other
words, if you want to feel more empathy,
you can. “We define empathic effort as
a willingness to invest time or energy in
feeling empathy, and we argue that people
can modulate their empathy experience by
amplifying the amount of effort they exert,”
the researchers stated. For example, if
your goal is to feel more empathy towards
someone, you might choose to spend more
time with them, ask questions, or actively
listen to them.
“Empathic effort thus might be exactly
what is needed in situations where
empathy is difficult to experience yet
important to positive social outcomes,
such as in conflict, inter-group, or helping
contexts,” they reported. By these findings,
empathy is more like a muscle that, when
flexed, grows stronger. Simply adopting
a more malleable mindset might be the
first place to start.
On the other side of things—the dark side,
as psychologist Paul Bloom refers to it—
people who are naturally more empathic
can also be more aggressive when
exposed to suffering. In fact, he says that
our reaction to something atrocious, like
suffering caused by war, can actually bias
us towards war itself, or towards more
extreme punishments. This is right in
line with the science behind empathy:

without being neutral or affected by the
same stimuli, we are more likely to project
our feelings onto others, and so it follows
that if we get angry, we’ll project anger or
make anger-based decisions.

Lace up those trainers
Many studies have confirmed that you can learn to
be more compassionate. “Because our brain’s neural
circuitry is malleable and can be rewired through
neuroplasticity, one’s tendency for empathy and
compassion is never fixed,” says Christopher Bergland,
author of The Athlete’s Way. This is echoed by
Magali Charmot, an accounts director at Seek Company,
a global research and innovation consultancy devoted
to empathy research and training. “Empathy starts
with self-awareness,” says Charmot. “Training empathy
helps people understand the two types of empathy
(i.e. cognitive vs contagious) and helps bring empathy
at a conscious level. We have the ability to choose
to be empathic.”
Whether you undergo more formal empathy training, or,
as Bergland recommends, try volunteerism, performing
challenging physical activities, or practicing lovingkindness meditation, you stand to expand your horizons
and broaden your perspective. Even making time to
read for pleasure might help build empathy.
This is great news for humanity at large, but also for
those whose jobs and lives require empathy as much
as they might require another skill, like being a team
player or writing well. At the bottom of it, humans
are a complicated species with complicated brains.
We’re locked in a complex web of interpersonal
relationships, fraught with feelings. Science, as well
as common sense, tells us that we won’t be able to
be empathic all or even most of the time, but we can
harness what we know about empathy to be more
empathic when we really need to be.
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BY C H E LS E A L A R S S O N

Want to enrich
your life? Surrender
to conversations
with strangers

On my computer screen is a drawing of a lobster
on crumpled paper. Thick black outlines define its
crude shape and uneven red crayon fills the body.
Next to the creature is a question written in large,
blue, child-like handwriting. “Is this the lobster
that killed your mother?” The answer in the corner
is black and neatly written. “Yes, yes it is.”
A woman named Amarisse found the lobster
drawing. It was stuck to a city information sign, two
states away from me. The only reason I’m looking at
it, from my work desk, is because of Davy Rothbart.

Surrender

Don’t fear rejection

Be a good listener

To be a good listener, you need to be genuinely
curious about the person. Real listening shows
that you care. It makes people excited to share
with you and comfortable being around you.
Listening also lets you know you aren’t alone
in your life experiences.

Do this everywhere, but especially when you are
stuck somewhere—a grocery queue or in security
at the airport. Don’t deflect when strangers make
eye contact or try to start a conversation. It’s
much more fulfilling to share stories and connect
with people than checking your phone 20 times.

Be relentless in your conversations. Rejection
doesn’t have to be painful—just attach less of
yourself to the rejection. The most successful
people are the most willing to run forward with
their ideas. Keep going until you find the
person who will talk with you.

Start a convers ation

C ollect stories

It’s just a few words. You share a look with
somebody or you both observe the same
funny situation at the same time. See how
it goes. You don’t have to corner anybody or
rant and rave to them. Just make the effort
to engage with people.

Illustrations by Marcus Oakley

D AV Y R O T H B A R T

gathers conversations, stories,
and bits of life. He turns them into
explorations on humanity—as radio
interviews, as essays, or as collages
in FOUND Magazine. Amarisse’s
lobster has a home on FOUND’s
website. Surrounded by love notes,
old photographs, and to-do lists,
it’s one of many pieces that have

Be curious about people. Be aware that people
carry a whole slate of complex emotions and
situations in their hearts. Ask a lot of questions,
and converse with sensitivity. Don’t turn the
conversation into something about you. Keep
exploring their experience.

been sent in by strangers at the
behest of Davy.
These scraps of life could easily
be disregarded as garbage. But on
FOUND they’re given the space
to be seen as parts of a larger
conversation on humanity and
relationships. And that’s Davy’s
driving philosophy—we can learn
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Broaden your scope

Don’t just surrender to strangers. Surrender to friends,
family, customers, and colleagues. Surrender to, and
enjoy, new friendships, new romantic relationships,
and a deeper enjoyment of everyday life. Keep your
motivation in a good place though, or people will see
through you. People are really good bullshit detectors.

so much from each other’s shared
experiences and stories; we just
need to take the time to listen.
Davy’s advice can be boiled down
to this: take the time to have a
real conversation with people
because it will enrich your life.
As Davy puts it, “Surrender to
the conversation.”

Features

Customers
and employees
want the
same thing:
a company
with a purpose,
but also
with a soul
70
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The new
social
responsibility
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Look to where
your company
can offer the
most unique
value. Rather
than simply
donating money
or racking
up volunteer
hours, ask
yourself: what
is the service
or offering you
are in the best
position to
leverage?

Being at the forefront of change and impact can be overwhelming. Good ideas and good intentions don’t always
have a clear path to execution. A CEO might read about
the connection between consumer trust and environmental
issues and long to transform their company with a zerowaste initiative. Or a frontline employee, a very conscious
consumer, could be looking to make more impact with their
day-to-day work.
At any position in the business ecosystem,
we’re all met with the desire to make more of
a difference. And consumers want us to. Ninety percent of global consumers would switch
brands to one with a good cause. In Australia, 83
percent of consumers believe businesses need
to do more than make a profit. But what can
we do as an individual to impact that change?
How do we get other people involved? Where
do we start? And how do we overcome the Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) obstacles?
Because there are obstacles.

LIS
TEN

Common obstacle #1: How do you find the right things
to care about?
With so many causes to champion, where do you start?
Sally Hill thinks the question isn’t actually that simple. Hill is
the cofounder of Wildwon, an experience design agency that
focuses on growing the purpose-driven business ecosystem.

Trends indicate that corporate social responsibility is moving
away from general philanthropy and donations to charity, and
moving more towards purposeful contributions. According to
Hill, you should look to where your company can offer the most
unique value. Rather than simply donating money or racking up
volunteer hours, ask yourself: what is the service or offering
you are in the best position to leverage? Hill explains
why this approach is so deeply effective: “Aim to
identify an issue in the world, or the greatest negative impacts your company may be contributing to—
and pair it with your company’s capacity and areas
of unique expertise.” The place where these factors
intersect is your point of leverage for creating the
most impact.

EXP
LORE

Future Friendly, a design agency in Sydney,
works with purpose-driven businesses. One of its
offerings is facilitating workshops with practitioners,
government agencies, not-for-profits, and general
consumers of a specific service. They design better solutions by incorporating feedback from the
people who are most directly affected. “Many social
services, government services, or even private smallacting companies don’t have the money for an
agency to come in and reshape their entire vision,”
explains Andrew Sedlak, Senior Service Designer at
Future Friendly. “This is a win-win-win.”

INTE
GRATE

Common obstacle #2: How do you retain your intrinsic company focus when you’re also focusing on external causes?
What’s the best way to help your social responsibility
efforts align with your intrinsic company focus? Integrate them.
Build them into what you do. Many companies are not used to
being a voice, taking a public stand, or explicitly supporting
a position on a social issue. They might be more comfortable making a corporate donation instead of using their brand
to campaign. Start with small steps: experiment. What areas
of social change are directly related to your industry? Where
is your brand being spoken about, even outside of your own
control or intention? How do you respond to these situations
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“Aim to identify an issue in the world, or the
greatest negative impacts your company may be
contributing to—and pair it with your company’s
capacity and areas of unique expertise.” The place
where these factors intersect is your point of
leverage for creating the most impact.

by staying true to your company’s values? Companies that take a stand on an issue have a
right to be nervous at new kinds of attention.
It’s one thing to be seen making positive contributions of social impact, but this is often paired
with anxiety about increased scrutiny or fear
around brand loyalty.

EXE
CUTE

But let’s take psychologist Julian Rotter’s idea
of the locus of control: whenever you are in the middle
of practical action, it’s important to identify where the
fuel for that action is coming from. Are your company’s
actions driven by an aspirational motive based on your
missions and values? Or are they driven by the habits
and demands of external factors—the market, the industry, consumer demand, or global trends? Your company
can retain an internal locus of control by being driven by
what is important to you internally—instead of dictating
your actions based on the demands of other people that
don’t really align with you as an organization. “There are
lots of opportunities to align business objectives with a
positive impact,” Hill says. “That’s the sweet spot of having
a purpose that is so aligned with the company’s core business, and to everyone in the company. Purpose emanates
out from the centre—it informs your core values, employee
engagement, and customer experience of your brand.”
Common obstacle #3: How do you keep going when it seems
like no one else in the industry cares?
The place where social impact can feel loneliest
is when you have the sense that you’re out on a
limb by yourself. But this isn’t necessarily detrimental. “I don’t see it as a bad thing that a company would be an outlier in an industry by trying
to transform its business in some way,” explains
Hill. “That’s a positive thing. It would let your company stand out.” Progress can seem slow from
the ground. Remind yourself and your colleagues
to look at transformational measures instead of
simply incremental ones.

MEA
SURE

Tiffany Apczynski, Zendesk’s VP of Public Policy and Social
Impact, offers four specific steps for approaching social
responsibility:

1

Don’t overthink it. Programming and mission statements
can evolve over time. The important thing is to get started. Ask
some good questions, of yourself, and of your team. Find out what
is important to your community. Identify your skills and key offerings, and brainstorm possible ways to fill in the gap.

2

Education. Don’t go in assuming that you have all the
answers. Think of CSR as a professional development class.
And this also extends to your relationship with other companies. Don’t assume that everyone’s journey to making an
impact looks the same. Get curious. Find out which social
issues other companies are trying to solve. Can you offer skills
in partnership to help them achieve their goal?

3

Be humble. Prioritise the journey, not the destination.
Recognise that some of your social consciousness efforts might stem from inadvertent negative
impacts of your company and industry. Know that
this is often the best place to start, and the deepest area you can impact.

4

Measure results. Dig into existing metrics and see how CSR/empathy is impacting your
company. You might be surprised by the results.
These measurements can also help you to identify what’s working, and what your employees and
customers want more of.

EVAL
UATE

This is about more than a program, volunteer hours,
or charitable donations. Promoting and navigating social
consciousness creates an organic relationship between your
business and its community, increased trust from your customers, and informed actions from your empathetic employees. How would you describe your company’s unique position in the world? Practice telling the story around the impact
you want to make, and keep it growing.
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Article by Chelsea Larsson
Portraits of Ole Kassow
by Mikael Colville-Andersen

Tell stories, drink
wine, and go on
a bike ride with
Ole Kassow
Getting older is often characterized by a loss of relationships. Friends and family die. Hobbies are abandoned.
Neighborhoods are traded in for nursing facilities. Time is
a wicked thief indeed. But Ole Kassow believes that time
can’t take everything away—especially the simple joys of
sharing a story and a laugh with another human being.

Ole is the creator of Cycling Without Age, a non-profit that
gives elderly people and people with impaired mobility the
chance to “feel the wind in their hair.” Essentially, Cycling
Without Age connects people who’ll pedal a bicycle—known
as pilots—with people who want to go for a ride. It’s a simple
idea and perhaps that’s why it has caught on in 28 countries and 800 locations.
Ole started the program in 2012. He expected to give
rides to a few nursing home residents in his native city
of Copenhagen. He didn’t expect to have tons of volunteer pilots spring out of the woodwork to join him. Or to
have the city purchase five more of his custom trishaws to
help expand the program’s reach. But the most surprising
result has been the relationships formed through Cycling
Without Age—from romantic flings to improved family ties.
The bike rides have resulted in restored youth, new friendships, and community partnerships at a scale beyond Ole’s
wildest expectations.

Ole took the time to sit down and talk about love after 80,
and the reason bicycling can help you live forever.
In your TEDxCopenhagen talk you said that cycling is the
happiest form of transportation. What is it about bicycling
that makes people happy?
Ole	Part of it is the fact that when you are out cycling,
you get to use all of your senses. The sense of
smell, the sense of sight, and of listening to the
birds and bustle in the city. That gives this whole
ambiance around the ride, which means it’s a very
stimulating experience.
	We find that maybe in the hours before our passengers go out riding, they are sitting in a nursing
home being under-stimulated, being sad, or being in
a state where actually nothing happens. Then suddenly they are out on a bike ride, they get stimulated,
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Ole Kassow
Cycling Without Age was started in 2012 by Ole Kassow. Ole wanted to help the elderly get back on their bicycles, but he had to find a
solution to their limited mobility. The answer was a trishaw and he started offering free bike rides to local nursing home residents. He contacted Dorthe Pedersen, a civil society consultant from the City of Copenhagen. Dorthe was intrigued by the idea, joined Ole’s team and
together they bought the first five trishaws and launched Cycling Without Age. It quickly spread to all corners of Denmark and another 28
countries around the world.
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maybe see things for the first time in many years.
That is the beginning of forming a relationship
between the young people and old people.

“I get the feeling that retelling these stories gives them an
immense sense of satisfaction,
because suddenly those stories
are brought back to life. They are
interesting to other people again”

You said that when we grow old, we lose the stories of our lives.
How is your program helping to extend people’s stories?
Ole	I was having a conversation with an older lady who
said to me that she felt as if she were disintegrating, that she was kind of disappearing from existing.
Although she was still alive, what she meant was
that she was losing all the people that she grew
up with or went to school with, including her colleagues and her husband. All of her contemporaries
are suddenly gone. Those are all the people that
she had those experiences with.
	She said, “It’s almost as if they weren’t real anymore
because I don’t have anyone to share my experiences with.” It happens almost every time I am out
cycling with someone new and we start talking about
their history, and they explain maybe that they had a
spouse who died several years ago. They talk about
the children and where they grew up.
	I get the feeling that retelling these stories gives
them an immense sense of satisfaction, because
suddenly those stories are brought back to life.
They are interesting to other people again. By sharing their stories, elderly people can stop the disappearing process. I certainly feel that I am suddenly
connected to another era in history.
Do you think it really helps to be cycling around places
where they used to visit when they were younger?
Ole	Yeah, it does. There was a lady who was 99 and eight
months when she died about six months ago. She suffered from dementia. She could talk forever about the
old days but she couldn’t really have a conversation
about anything in the present day.
	Whenever we were out cycling, we were in the old
days. I would pretend that we were back in the
1940s or the 1950s and we would have a ball! I
think very often we have a tendency to tell dementia sufferers, “No, no Gran, it’s not 1952, it’s 2016.”
I think that’s a misguided way to deal with it. For
people suffering from dementia, it doesn’t really

matter if the facts are wrong. They have an illness
causing difficulties inside their brain—that is the
fact—and we can help them get the most out of
their time here. If that entails pretending we’re back
in 1952, then that’s wonderful.
What is it about the ambiance of the bike ride that helps
the passenger and pilot to break down social barriers and
start talking?
Ole	Some people who visit nursing homes find it difficult
to come in, sit down, and look another person in the
eyes and talk for hours. We have a lot of riders who
don’t talk a lot. Some of them may have even lost their
ability to talk. We find that being on the trishaw, where
two or three people are on the ride, and you’re all facing the same direction, you are sharing an experience
without needing to talk the whole time. People find
it to be a very comfortable way to be together. Just
the fact that you’re having an experience with another
human being is extremely important in terms of providing happiness.
How has your program impacted the communities it is in?
Ole	The more quality relationships you build and that
criss-cross in the local community, the more trust
we get as a whole because people start to know
each other.
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	All these fantastic relationships that are being built
boost the trust in the local community on an epic

scale. You can get almost tired of talking about all
the positive aspects that come from increasing trust
in a community. Crime rates can go down. People
become happier. When people are happier, families
will be happier, children perform better in school.
You have this whole expanding effect of building
trust in local communities.
Does witnessing elderly people enjoying life shed a happier
light on aging for you?
Ole	Yeah, I definitely think this is the case. There is this
idea that life stops at 75 or 80. What I know now is
that no matter how old you get, there is still something to be learned.

“You can get almost tired of talking about all
the positive aspects that come from increasing
trust in a community. Crime rates can go down.
People become happier. When people are
happier, families will be happier.”
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	What actually builds distrust? You see it in communities where groups of people don’t know each
other. They have negative thoughts, thinking,
“These people are like that.” If you give people who
are in nursing homes the opportunity to go out and
be part of the local community, and you go out and
do some shopping or sit in cafes, or go to the cinema, you will start to build those relationships. Just
by being around and visible you will start getting
people interested in offering their voluntary services and going out, doing these rides. They will build
fantastic relationships.
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	There’s a lady, Mariel, who was on a long ride to
Norway, and she’s 96. Before we left, she said
to me, “This might be my last trip.” You could
understand that someone who is 96 is thinking
that, “Maybe this is the end of what I’m doing.”
But then she came back from the trip completely
overwhelmed by what she’d experienced. She said,
“Now I am planning my 100th birthday, and I want
to go on one of these long rides that year. That’s
going to be my celebration!”
	
Old people that we meet, they can still learn
how to paint a watercolor or whatever it might
be. There are also people that we ride with and
once they start watching that we use a mobile

phone to take pictures, they adopt this behavior
too. There was one lady from Jutland in Denmark
who joined one of our excursions. After one of
these long rides, she decided that she wanted an
iPad because she’d seen all the things that she
could do with it. Now she’s also on Facebook, and
enjoying this whole community experience tool.
She’s in her late 80s.
	I always wanted to believe that life can be a series
of positive experiences, discoveries, and new relationships right up until the time your body decides
that it’s time to depart this world.
Now I think that is definitely possible.

“I always wanted to believe that life
can be a series of positive experiences,
discoveries, and new relationships, right up
until the time your body decides that it’s
time to depart this world.”
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Relate by Zendesk can be found
everywhere—online, in print, at
events, and over the air. We are
home to a diverse selection of
expert content and deep thoughts
about customer experience and
complicated relationships. Relate
by Zendesk connects the business
side of what Zendesk does—
create software for improving
customer interactions—to the
more general human desire for
better relationships.
Relate by Zendesk helps you
examine, ponder, and hopefully
improve the interactions you
have with other people whether
they’re customers or coworkers,
friends or frenemies. Because even
though this is business, we’re
all people. Transactions are
interactions, and interactions are
the foundation of relationships.
And relationships are complicated.

Read about Generation Y
straight from the Millennial
mouth in our ongoing series,
get tips on injecting empathy
and humanistic design into
your customer service, and
understand what it means to
freelance in the gig economy.
As promised, we’ll touch
on all your important
relationships—except love.
That’s on you.
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The Relate Live conference series is designed to help businesses and entrepreneurs explore
the complicated nature of customer relationships. The event is packed with customer service
training, CX workshops, and thought-provoking keynotes by industry experts. Plus, there is
wicked cool networking and plenty of opportunities to meet Zendesk leaders and play with
Zendesk products. Past presenters include Dr. Heidi Grant-Halvorson, author of No One
Understands You and What to Do About It, Jon Ronson, writer of So You’ve Been Publicly
Shamed, and Davy Rothbart from This American Life.

R E L AT E L I V E C O N F E R E N C E

You’re now infatuated with Relate,
aren’t you? Well, this relationship
doesn’t have to end. Hop on over
to relate.zendesk.com to find more
thought-provoking articles and
customer experience insights.

Want to
keep this
relationship
going?
Head to relate.
zendesk.com
and sign-up for
our newsletter.
Trust us,
we’ll be your
favorite, most
uncomplicated
relationship.

What’s
the best
customer
service
experience
you’ve
ever had?

